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Abstract 
Gribomont, E.P., Concurrency without toil: a systematic method for parallel program design, 
Science of Computer Programming 21 (1993) l-56. 
Formal tools and methods for the design of concurrent programs can be very similar 
to their sequential counterparts, but nevertheless concurrent programming seems more 
difficult than sequential programming. Detailed examples in the literature suggest hat this 
particular difficulty originates from interaction problems, when a tine grain of parallelism 
is required. A systematic technique is proposed to transform a coarse-grained version of a 
concurrent system into a finer-grained one, through a series of refinements. This technique is 
illustrated with a classical but still unproved algorithm for mutual exclusion. The incremental 
development clearly involves two kinds of steps. “Creative” transformations appear mainly 
at the beginning; these steps are short but rather subtle. “Technical” transformations are 
routine steps but involve lengthy formal developments. With a careful separation of creative 
and technical refinements, developments of concurrent programs become longer but no more 
difficult than developments of sequential programs. 
1. Introduction 
The methodology of programming (with commands) is founded mainly on 
the concept of invariant, together with a formal system to deal with it, that is, 
Hoare’s logic and/or Dijkstra’s programming calculus [ 10,12,17]. It is widely 
accepted that the concept of invariant remains central when concurrency is 
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involved; many invariant-based techniques have been proposed for parallel 
programming (early works are [ 3,19,25] ). Nevertheless, the rigorous design of 
a concurrent system is generally considered a more subtle task than the design 
of a sequential program of the same size. More precisely, 
The invariants used in the simple program can be retained in the 
refined, more distributed version, or they can be weakened . . . . 
The selection of a weaker invariant is a critical design decision . . . . 
(Chandy and Misra, [ 6, p. 2061). 
This is for us the main reason of the inherent difficulty of concurrency. The 
purpose of this paper is to propose and illustrate a method for obtaining an 
adequate “weaker invariant”. The most common refinement is the “atomicity 
refinement”, consisting in the replacement of a coarse-grained version of a con- 
current system by a finer-grained one. The development of an example shows 
that a systematic method for dealing with atomicity refinement is sufficient 
to transform an abstract concurrent algorithm into a more realistic concurrent 
system. As Chandy and Misra have demonstrated, in our opinion, that the 
development of abstract concurrent systems requires the same tools, method, 
and skills as the development of sequential programs, our conclusion is that the 
specific intricacies of concurrent programming do originate neither in the first 
phase of the development (design of an abstract version) nor in the second 
one (refinement towards an implementation), but in a lack of a separation 
between them. 
The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a programming 
notation and a proof system are briefly introduced and illustrated with an el- 
ementary example. A specitic stepwise refinement method for the design of 
concurrent systems is presented in Section 3. As an illustration of the method, 
an abstract algorithm for the mutual exclusion problem is incrementally trans- 
formed into a more realistic network of communicating sequential processes 
(Sections 4 and 5). Section 6 is a conclusion based on a comparison between 
related work and the work presented here. 
2. Programming, specification, and proof languages 
2.1. Sequential programs as sets of transitions 
Let us consider sequential programming first. Sequential algorithms are 
classically represented by flowcharts or by structured programs. Graphical 
notation is not recommended in programming for mainly three reasons. 
(1) It becomes intractable for large programs. 
(2) The structure of programs is hidden. 
(3) Formal reasoning is easier with lexical representation. 
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Some problems disappear when the graph is represented lexically as a formal 
concurrent system. A representation of the classical algorithm for computing 
the factorial of a natural number is given in the left part of Fig. 1. 
P = {P>, where P = {&,Pi,!2,P3}, 
M = {x, y, F : integer}, 
7 = ((2: (PO, y := 1, a,), 
; VI, (2,1,*)), 
(l,, (AL *) ), 
p : (41, x > 0 - y := y *x, P2), 
y : (e,, x := x - 1, Pi), 
; (11, (l,L*)), 
(l,, (1,2,*)), 
6: (P,, x = 0 + F := y, a3,}. ; (Cl, CO,&*)), 
(!3, (0,2,2)). 
Fig. 1. A sequential algorithm with a typical computation. 
This formal concurrent system (FCS) contains one process l?, whose labels are 
&, Pi, PI, and f3, a memory of three variables x, y, and F, and also a set of 
four transitions. 
Comment. In the sequel, processes are denoted by lowercase letters. The labels 
of a process p are identified by subscripts; for each process p the (non-empty) 
set of subscripts is denoted nP, with p = {p; : i E xP}. 
With self-explanatory notation, the behaviour of the algorithm is described 
by the following statement, valid for any natural number x0. 
If initially the formula (at BO A x = x0) is true, 
then finally the formula (at t3 A x = 0 A F = y = x0!) is true. 
The computations of the algorithm are described by sequences of system 
states; the sequence of transitions inducing some computation is the trace of 
the computation. A typical computation appears at the right part of Fig. 1. 
Both finite and infinite computations are allowed but linite computations must 
end with a terminal state, from which no further action can be performed. 
The main objection against flowcharts still holds for FCS: no structure is 
emphasized. For this reason, the structured, Algol-like notation is preferred, as 
in the program 
y:= l;whilex>Odo [y:=y*x;x:=x-l];F:=y. 
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Structure is important in programming because the meaning of a program 
is functionally defined from the meaning of its components. The meaning of 
a program P is often formally defined as the binary relation Rp on the set 
of program states, which connects initial states with the corresponding final 
states. This is very convenient in sequential programming. For instance, the 
identity 
RP;Q = RQQ RP, 
which holds for Algol-like programs (provided that some technical require- 
ments are met, for instance about the names of the variables), gives rise to a 
useful design rule [ 17 1: 
{AlP{B), {B,Q{C> 
{AlP;Q{C> ’ 
where {A} P {B} means that all finite computations of program P, when 
initiated in a state satisfying formula A, end in a state satisfying formula B. ’ 
The rule means that, if the triples above the line are true, then the triple below 
the line is also true. 
Unfortunately, in order to get an identity like 
SPllQ = @(sP,sQ), 
where Sp is some mathematical object representing the “meaning” of P, one 
is obliged to consider rather complex mathematical objects; furthermore, the 
semantical function @ is also complex (see e.g. [9,29] ). From the particular, 
“without toil”, point of view adopted in this paper, complex objects are 
disallowed. As a consequence, we cannot introduce a rule for establishing 
the validity of triples like {A} PII Q {B}. This prevents us from introducing 
the operator “11” for parallel composition of sequential processes, and leads us 
to represent this composition by more elementary mechanisms, which can be 
easily introduced in the language of formal concurrent systems. 
2.2. Parallelism = interleaving + shared action 
Our purpose is now to introduce concurrency in the program notation FCS 
used in Fig. 1. For the reason mentioned in the previous section, we would 
like to avoid a “II” operator denoting the parallel execution of processes. 
It is well known that concurrency can be modelled by nondeterminism (see 
e.g. [ 31). This is interesting in the present context, since this kind of repre- 
sentation does not induce the introduction of a new concept: nondeterminism 
already exists in sequential programming. 
‘The formula (T F A means that formula A is true at state 0. 
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The nondeterministic model of concurrency is briefly recalled now. We con- 
sider a system S of two programs P and Q, where P and Q are represented by 
sets of transitions. The union of these sets can be an acceptable representation 
of S, provided that the “interleaving” semantics of concurrency is adopted. 
Roughly speaking, this means that an execution step for S consists in executing 
either a transition of P, or a transition of Q, the choice being nondeterministic. 
Interleaving semantics is questionable, since it does not model true concur- 
rency. The concurrent execution of an atomic action a, by process P, and 
of an atomic action b, by process Q, is modelled by (a; b 0 b; a), where “0” 
denotes the choice operator. This means that the concurrent execution of the 
atomic actions a and b is viewed as the sequential execution of a and b, in an 
arbitrary order. 
The question is whether this simple model is adequate. If the processes 
share a single processor, there is no problem. Otherwise, three cases should 
be considered. First, obviously enough, when a and b do not interfere at all, 
the representation is adequate. Second, if they interfere by sharing memory, 
the adequacy is subject to restrictive conditions (see e.g. [ 251 for details). 
Third, if a and b are subject to synchronization conditions, the representation 
can become inadequate. For instance, if a is a classical “send” statement and 
b is the corresponding “receive” statement, then ullb has to be modelled by 
a; b (a message cannot be received before it has been sent). In CSP [ I 81, 
input and output statements must be executed simultaneously; if a is C!e and 
if b is C?X, then their parallel composition is semantically equivalent to the 
distributed assignment x := e. In this context, the interleaving semantics is 
not acceptable. 
It is not needed here to determine in which cases exactly the interleaving 
semantics is adequate; the important point is that, in all cases, the concurrent 
execution of two actions a (by process P) and b (by process Q) can be 
represented by some action c,b (perhaps nondeterministic). This is true as long 
as a concurrent system is viewed as a transition system (see [ 191). The only 
problem is that the resulting action c,b is not executed by a single process, but 
by two (cooperating) processes. The formalism of formal concurrent systems 
will therefore allow transitions whose execution requires two or more processes. 
Comment. In order to model CSP, it would be sufficient to introduce transi- 
tions involving two processes. However, some extensions of CSP have been 
introduced, in which rendezvous between more than two processes are allowed. 
2.3. Formal concurrent systems 
Our notation for concurrent systems is derived in a straightforward way from 
the notation used for sequential programs, as in Fig. 1. Only two new features 
are needed to introduce concurrency. First, an FCS will involve a finite (maybe 
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empty) set of processes instead of a single process. This mechanism allows us 
to model memory sharing, and also asynchronous communication: channels 
can be represented by special shared variables (see e.g. [ 271). The second new 
feature is shared transition: a transition shared by n processes models an action 
synchronously executed by these processes. This mechanism exists in several 
languages, including CSP [ 181 and Action Systems [4]. The language FCS can 
also be viewed as an extension of the language UNITY introduced in [ 61. This 
approach is developed in [ 141, where the operational, relational, and axiomatic 
semantics of FCS are formally introduced. Only the notions needed in the 
sequel will be illustrated here, by rewriting in FCS a small classical algorithm. 
Let us suppose that a resource shared by finitely many distributed computing 
stations must be controlled in such a way that it is accessed in mutual exclusion 
only. A station p is initially in a non-critical section (label pn, where “n” means 
“non-critical”). It performs internal computation until access to the shared 
resource becomes necessary, that is, until an internal condition, denoted crs,, 
becomes true. At this moment, a request for access is issued. The access can 
be delayed (label pw, “w” for “waiting”). When the access has been obtained, 
the station may use the resource (label pc, “c” for “critical”), until the internal 
condition crs, becomes false; at this time, the station releases the resource and 
returns to its non-critical section (label p,). 
The management of the resource involves a variable INC’S and a waiting 
queue E. The variable ZNCS is intended to record the number of the station 
currently within its critical section; its value will be 0 when no station is within 
its critical section. The queue (or set) E is intended to record the numbers of 
the waiting stations. 
This system can be modelled by a formal concurrent system S = (P, M, 7). 
The processes correspond to the stations and are denoted p, q, r,. . . . For each 
. station p there is a boolean variable crs,, there is also a variable ZNCS the 
range of which is the set of stations, and a set (or a queue) E which may 
record names of stations. This is summarized in 
p = {p,q,r,...], 
M = {crs,,crs,, crsr, . . . , INCS, E}. 
Each process is a set of three labels; for instance, p = {p,,,pw,p,} or, equiva- 
lently, 7rp = {n, w, c}, for all p E P. 
For each station p, the set 7 contains five transitions whose type is {p}: 
(P*, Tcrs, - [ I, P”), 
(p,, cr.sP A INCS= 0 - INCS:= p, pc), 
(p,, crsP A INCS # 0 - E := E U {P}, P,), 
(PC, crs, - [ I, PC), 
(PC, Tcrsp A E = 0 - ZNCS:= 0, p,). 
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Furthermore, for all distinct stations p and q, the set 7 contains a transition 
of type {p, 41: 
(P&3 ‘Cql A 4 E E + (lNCS,E) := (q>E\ {q)), pnqc). 
There is no other transition in 7. 
The notation [ ] stands for an arbitrary internal computation which is not 
described here; we only suppose that [ ] always terminates and does not alter 
the variable IiVCS and the waiting queue E. The value of the boolean variable 
crsP is modified by the internal computation only. 
Transitions (p, + p,) and (pc 3 pc) are models for the computation per- 
formed by the station p in its non-critical section and in its critical section 
respectively. 2 Transitions (p, + pc) and (p, + pw ) correspond to the request- 
ing procedure: station p requests the access and this access is granted at once 
(transition (p, + p,)) or delayed (transition (p, + p,)). Lastly, transitions 
(PC& -+ Pnqc) and (P, + p,) concern the releasing procedure: when the station 
p releases the resource, this resource is attributed to a waiting station q or 
becomes idle (transitions (pcqw -+ pnqc) and (pc + p,), respectively). 
The initial conditions are formally stated in the formula 
Vp (atp,) A INCS=O A E=@ 
and an adequate invariant I is given by 
VP [atp, - p E E] 
A VP [ (INCS = p) = atp,] 
A (ZNCS = 0 =+ E = 0). 
(1) 
Notation. For each label ai in any process a, there exists an elementary place 
predicate, denoted at a,, interpreted on the set of system states. This predicate 
is true at the state s if, at this state, process a is at the label ai. 
It is convenient to introduce conjunctive and disjunctive composite place 
predicates: 
at a, . . . bj =def (at a, A... A at bj) 
(a,. . . , b are distinct processes); 
at 4-j =def (at ai V V at aj) 
(a,,.. . , aj are distinct labels of process a). 
*It is convenient to write (L + M) instead of (L, G + A, M), when there is no risk of 
confusion. 
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If M is a finite multiset of formulas, NM denotes the number of true 
formulas in M. 
The expression “Vp A” stands for the formula “VP [p E P + A]“. 
Let us mention the label rule associated with each process p = {pi : i E np}; 
it asserts that, at every time, exactly one element of the set {at pi : i E np} is 
true. That can be written 
N{atp; : i E xp} = 1 
or, with more classical notation, 
3 (i E zp A atp,) 
A -Ji, j (i, j E 7Lp A i # j A atpi A atp,). 
The label rules associated with the processes of a system S are implicit parts of 
any invariant of S. For instance, the assertion Vp N{atpn, atp,, atp,} = 1 is an 
implicit part of the invariant given above. This invariant summarizes several 
useful safety properties3 of the system S, including mutual exclusion: station 
p is in its critical section only when the value of INCS is p. This algorithm 
guarantees mutual exclusion but relies on the fact that INCS and E are shared 
by all the stations. A more satisfactory solution is developed in Sections 4 and 5. 
2.4. Hoare’s logic and programming calculus 
Hoare’s logic and Dijkstra’s calculus have proved to be very useful tools for 
sequential and concurrent programming. In this section, they will be adapted 
for parallel programming with formal concurrent systems, in an elementary 
way. Several authors have proposed an adaptation for the guarded assignment 
(see e.g. [ 51). This adaptation is recalled below, and further extended into an 
axiom for the transition. 
A piece of notation is introduced first. Let S be a formal concurrent system 
and let P be an S-assertion, that is, a formula interpreted on the set &Y of 
system states. It is not a restriction to suppose that each composite place 
predicate has been expanded in a conjunction or disjunction of elementary 
place predicates. The formula P [at ci] (read “P restricted at Ci”, or simply 
“P at Ci”) is obtained by “making at ci true in P”; more formally, P [at Ci ] is 
obtained by replacing each place predicate at dj occurring in P 
l by true when c = d and i = j, 
l by false when c = d and i # j, 
3Recall that safety properties, or invariance properties of programs are true throughout the 
computation. This is in contrast with liveness, or progress properties, which are true at least once 
in the computation. 
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l by at dj (no change) when c # d. 
This notation is also used with conjunctive composite place predicates. If L = 
PlqJ . . . z,, then P[at L] = P[atp,][atq,]...[at z,]. (Recall that p,q,...,z 
are distinct processes. The order in the sequence L is not relevant.) For all 
P and L, the formulas (P A at L) and (P[at L] A at L) are equivalent. 
The restriction operator commutes with propositional connectives: (1 P) [at L] 
is equivalent to T(P[at L]) and (P * Q)[at L] is equivalent to (P[at L] * 
Q[at L] ), where * stands for any binary propositional connective. 
Let us illustrate the restriction operator. With the notation introduced in 
Section 2.3, Z[at qwrc] (with rf q) is obtained by replacing at qn, at qc, at r,, 
and at r;, by false, and at qw and at rc by true; the result is 
qEE A r@E A INCS=r 
A vp#q,r (atp, 3 P E El 
A Vpf4,r (-atp,). 
Classical Hoare’s axiom for assignments is adapted to guarded assignments, 
to transitions and to sets of transitions by the following rules. 
{p> C - A {Q> =def {p A c> A IQ>> 
{P} u, c + A, AM) IQ> =def FWLI) c - A {Qbt ML 
{p> 7 {Q> =def A {p> 5 {Q>. 
TE7 
These rules provide an axiomatic semantics for FCS; the operational semantics 
and the axiomatic semantics are equivalent (see [ 141 for a formal proof). It is 
clear that a transition can be executed only when some condition is satisfied. 
With every transition 
‘5 =def (L, c - A, M), 
we associate a condition 
cond(T) X&f (at L A C). 
The transition 7 can be selected for execution if and only if cond(r) is true. If 
T is a set of transitions, we define 
cond(T) =@f v cond(r). 
ST 
If 7 if the set of transitions of system S, then we write {P} S {Q} instead of 
{P} 7 {Q}. The operational meaning of the triple {P} S {Q} is as follows. 
In every computation of S, a non-terminal state a, satisfying P is 
always followed by a state on+] satisfying Q. 
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As a consequence, an assertion I is an invariant of the system S if and only if 
the triple {I} S {I} holds. An assertion A models a safety property of S if and 
only if it is a logical consequence of an invariant of S. 
Comment. When a system S is given with an invariant I, it is assumed that 
only computations whose initial state satisfies Z are considered. 
A liberal version of Dijkstra’s programming calculus is introduced as follows. 
Wb[(C + A); Ql =def (C * wiP[A; Ql), 
wb[(L C - A, M); Ql 
=def (QfL =S WkJ[(c - A); Q[atMll), 
WlP[l; Ql =def A W~P[‘C Ql, 
7E7 
s~P[P; (C * A)1 =def s~P[(P A C); Al, 
dp[P; (L, c + A, M)] =def dp[P[atL]; (c - A)] ,, athf, 
S/PIP; 71 =def V SlP[f’; 71. 
TE7 
The predicate transformers wlp and sip are strongly related to Hoare’s logic; 
this relation is best formalized by stating that the three formulas 
{P> X {QI, P + wlp[X; Q], s/P[P;XI * Q, 
where X denotes a (guarded) assignment, a transition, or a set of transitions, 
are equivalent. 
Comment. Let us emphasize the difference between wp [ lo], and wlp: 
wlp[(C - A); Ql - (C * ~JP[A;QI), 
wp[ifC + A fi; Q] E (C A wp[A;Q]). 
For all assertions A and B, sin[A;S] denotes the strongest invariant of 
system S implied by A and win [S; B] is the weakest invariant implying B. 
These invariants always exist and can be defined as extremal fixpoints of 
continuous functionals. They can be written in intinitary logic, that is, classical 
logic extended with infinite conjunction and disjunction. (See [ 14,23,28] for 
more details. ) 
2.5. A temporal logic 
Hoare logic is appropriate to deal with invariance properties, but not with 
liveness properties. Several programming logics have been proposed that take 
into account both kinds of properties. As the language FCS is similar to the 
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language UNITY, the temporal logic developed for UNITY in [ 61 can be 
adapted for FCS (see [ 141). 
3. Towards a methodology for FCS 
In this section, the stepwise refinement paradigm is revised and a new adap- 
tation for concurrency is given. This results in a methodology for concurrent 
programming that is presented in detail. It can be viewed as a solution for 
the “mapping problem” mentioned in [6] and also as a design method for the 
“state functions” introduced in [ 2 11. 
3.1. Introduction 
The notion of stepwise refinement is now classical in sequential program- 
ming. Let us recall it briefly with an example. Suppose that some program 
has to be developed, which involves sorting. At an early stage of the design, 
one will use freely an “abstract” statement like sort (A). At a later stage, this 
statement will be implemented, that is, replaced by a program composed of less 
abstract statements. One of them could be a statement like sivap(A, i,j), which 
permutes the components i and j of a linear array A. Later on, this statement 
will itself be replaced by a program involving more elementary statements, for 
instance by the sequence tenzp : = A [i] ; .A [i] : = A [j] ; il [j] : = temp. 
The main advantage of this approach is that the use and the implementation 
of the statement swap(.4, i, j) are separate concerns. When the designer uses the 
statement, the way it is or will be implemented does not matter. Conversely, 
when the designer implements the statement, this implementation will be 
adequate for all subsequent uses; the fact that swap will be used to sort some 
array is irrelevant. The only link between use and implementation is the formal 
specification of the statement. 
This notion of refinement and the separation of concerns remain relevant 
when concurrency is involved, but a new problem arises. In the sequential 
framework, the replacement in some program S of the double assignment 
A : (x,y) := (x - l,_r,*_X) 
by the sequence 
A’:y:.y*x; x:=x- 1 
is trivially valid. The program S is (partially or totally) correct with respect to 
the input predicate P and the output predicate Q if and only if the transformed 
program S’ is correct with respect to the same predicates (programs S and 
S’ are sequentia//~y equivalent). It is well-known that this is no longer true 
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when general concurrency is allowed. In this case, due to interference between 
processes, some properties of S will be preserved in S’ but not all. 
This unpleasant phenomenon makes the design of concurrent systems rather 
difficult, but the paradigm of formal programming methodology is not altered: 
a refinement, or a more general transformation, is acceptable if an invariant 
exists that establishes (the safety part of) the specifications. As a result, it is 
indicated that a concurrent system is relined or transformed together with an 
invariant of it. Several authors have demonstrated that this strategy can be 
efficient in practice (see e.g. [ 61). 
The problem is, adapting an invariant is not easy. Even with a good method- 
ology, programming remains a difficult task. Our purpose here is to lessen the 
gap between sequential programming and concurrent programming. This gap 
clearly originates from the interference problem, and gives rise to a disappoint- 
ing situation: many concurrent algorithms exist which can be clearly-if not 
rigorously-described in a few English sentences, although their formal design 
takes several pages. (The example introduced in the next section is one of 
them.) As, in our opinion, adequate formal methods are likely to speed up, 
and not to slow down, the design and/or the understanding of an algorithm, we 
are bound to suspect that the biggest part of the formal design of a concurrent 
system consists of routine steps of symbolic manipulation. 
In general, a refinement requires “algorithmic creativity”; this is the case, 
for instance, when the statement 
z := gcd(x,y) 
is replaced by the block 
z:= x; u:= y. 
doz>u + z’:= Z-U 
0 u>z - u:= u-z 
(2) 
od. 
On the contrary, no creativity is required to replace the double assignment 
(x,y) := (f(x),g(y)) by the sequence x := f(x); y := g(y) or by the 
sequence y : = g (y ); x : = f (x). Nevertheless, the validation of such an 
atomicity refinement is by no way a trivial problem, as soon as concurrency is 
involved. 4 
A method is presented in [5] to determine whether the total correctness 
of the terminating parallel program S with respect to the predicate P and Q 
is preserved by an atomicity refinement. In this paper, we do not restrict to 
terminating parallel programs, and this leads us to adopt another point of view; 
4This remains true even for very small systems; see e.g. [ 131 and [ 11, Chapter I 1 ] for an 
example. 
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the question is no longer whether the refined system S’ is correct with respect 
to P and Q, since this question is relevant only for terminating systems. A 
more appropriate question here could be whether the invariance property P, 
established for the initial system S, is still valid for the refined system S’. 
However, as all invariance properties are simply logical consequences of an 
invariant, we prefer to deal directly with invariants. Therefore, the real question 
is how one can derive from a (global) invariant Z of the initial system S, a 
relined invariant I’ of the relined system S’. This point of view is not new 
(see e.g. [ 13,2 I] ) and is in accordance with the principle of an invariant-based 
method for developing programs [6,10]. The sequel of this paper is devoted 
to the development and the illustration of a systematic method for deriving I’ 
from S, S’, and I. 
3.2. Position of the problem 
The starting point is a formal concurrent system S and an invariant I of 
S. The initial condition is I itself: any state satisfying Z is a valid initial 
state. We would like to refine S into a new system S’, with maintaining the 
initial condition I. Most of the time, this transformation will not respect the 
invariant, and a weaker, refined invariant I’ must be determined. 
From the theoretical point of view, the best choice for the relined invariant 
is the strongest choice I’ =der sin[Z;S’]; a state s satisfies this formula if and 
only if a computation (.sc,si, . . .) of S’ exists such that SO satisfies Z and s = sn 
for some n. (See [23] for more details about the predicate transformer sin.) 
Fixpoint-based methods exist for computing a monotonic sequence of for- 
mulas whose limit is the strongest invariant [8,30], but the limit itself cannot 
be determined in a systematic way, except in the degenerate case where S’ is a 
finite-state system. Even then, a lot of symbolic computation is needed. This 
is not surprising, since the method applies for arbitrary transformations. (See 
[ 151 for more details.) Fortunately enough, the production of the strongest 
invariant is seldom necessary and that will make things more manageable. To 
see why the strongest invariant is not always the best one in practice, let us 
consider again the elementary program (2), for computing the greatest com- 
mon divisor of two strictly positive integers x and y. The appropriate loop 
invariant Z is clearly 
0 < z d x A 0 < u d y A gcd(s,u) = gcd(x,y), 
but it is not the strongest one. For instance, if x = 10 and y = 4, the state 
z = 8, u = 2 satisfies invariant Z although it is not reachable. Obviously, 
the formal expression of the strongest invariant often happens to be heavy, 
even for small elementary programs. The documentation role of invariants is as 
important as their proof role, so complicated invariants are not very useful and 
should be avoided. It is therefore not indicated to stick to strongest invariants. 
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The most elementary kind of atomicity refinement consists in breaking a 
transition, involving some process p, into two new transitions, to be executed 
in sequence. This transformation obviously induces the introduction in process 
p of a new label, say pi, corresponding to the intermediate control point where 
the first new transition has been executed whereas the second one has not. The 
fact that the initial invariant I is “partially” respected by the new system S’ is 
tentatively formalized as follows: a formula J exists such that 
I’ =def if at pi then J else I (3) 
is an invariant of S’. Let us now suggest an operational interpretation of the 
new invariant I’. The set of states of an S’-computation is partitioned into 
two sets: the old invariant (and thus the user-specified invariance properties) 
is still true in relevant states (for which at pi is false), but may be false in 
transient states (for which at pI is true). From the specification point of view, 
the required invariance property of the refined version is (I V at pI ). However, 
the standard way to prove an invariance property is to build an invariant that 
logically implies the specified property. In the present framework, such an 
invariant is bound to have the form (3). Indeed, when at pi is true, I’ reduces 
to J, and no a priori link is stated between I and J. On the contrary, when 
at p; is false, I’ reduces to Z since I’ can in no way be stronger than the initial 
invariant I. 
3.3. The modularity problem 
The definition (3) indicates that a refinement strategy could achieve some 
kind of modularity, in the sense that the relined invariant I’ could be derived 
from the initial invariant I, instead of being constructed from scratch. The 
refined system S’ differs from the initial system S by the occurrence, in the 
computations of S’, of states satisfying the new place predicate at pi; this 
difference also appears in the refined invariant, which remains equivalent to 
the initial invariant, as long as the new control predicate is false. 
Nevertheless, the definition (3) allows the old assertion Z and the new 
assertion J to be totally different. In practice, however, Z and J are likely to 
be rather similar, since the initial and the relined systems are intended to be 
so, from the specification point of view. A refinement strategy should take into 
account the likely similarity between Z and J. 
Usually, invariants are written as conjunctive sets of assertions, and hopefully 
the similarity between Z and J will induce that they differ in few assertions 
only. The problem is first to identify the assertions of the initial invariant Z 
that would be preserved in the new assertion J. More precisely, we suggest a 
decomposition of Z into I- and I+, where the formula I- contains assertions 
common to Z and J, whereas the formula I+ may contain assertions not 
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present in the formula J. This decomposition is formalized as follows: 
I E [z- A I+], 
I’ -_ [I- A (if atpi then J+ else I+)]. 
(4) 
The definition (4) is less nondeterministic than the definition (3); as a result, 
a rather efficient strategy for deriving the new invariant I’ from the initial 
invariant Z can be developed. In the sequel, only the scheme (4) will be 
considered, and we may write J instead of J+. Note that the former scheme 
is obtained from the latter by fixing I- =der true. 
3.4. Formal description of the method 
In this section we investigate the connection between some initial system 
given with an invariant, and a relined version of them. A rather systematic 
adaptation strategy is given for the atomicity refinement. This strategy is 
illustrated with a small elementary example. 
3.4.1. Introduction 
It is convenient to fix some notation first, and then to adapt the classical 
invariant theorem to the refinement problem. Let S = (P,M,I) be the initial 
system and let S’ = (P’, M, 7’) be a relined version of it, where 
P E p, PO>PI E P> PI 6 UPI 
P’ = (P \ {p} ) up’, where p’ = p u {pi}, 
(PO, c 3 A, PI) E 7, 
7’ = (7\ {(PO, c’+ A, Pl))) 
U{(PO, CO * AO, Pi), (P,, Cl + ~41, PI)}, 
I is an invariant of S, 
J is an assertion, 
I- and I+ are assertions such that Z s (I- A I+), 
I’ =der [Z- A (if atp, then J else I+)]. 
The connections between the initial proved system (S, I) and the refined 
one (9, I’) are now investigated. All proofs are given in [ 161. The first 
theorem is an adaptation to the problem in hand of the classical soundness 
and completeness result for the invariant method. 
Theorem 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
( 1) The system S’ is correct trtith respect o the invariance property (Z v at p, ), 
for the initial condition (I A Tat p, ). 
(2) The fomula .sin[ (I A Tatpi); S’] =+ win[S’; (IV atpi)] is valid. 
(3) Theformula sin[(Z~ Tatp,); S’] + (Iv&p,) is valid. 
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(4) The fomula (I A -at pi) + win [S’; (I V at pi) ] is valid. 
(5) Formulas I-, I+, and J exist such that the formula I’ is an invariant of 
S’, for the initial condition (I A Tat pi). 
Theorem 3.1 simply states, first, that refining the invariant is an appropriate 
way to check whether an invariance property is preserved or not and, second, 
that the form (4) can always be enforced (not in a unique way) for the refined 
invariant. Furthermore, it is sufficient to evaluate either sin [ (I A -at pi); S’] 
or win[S’; (I V at pi)] to determine the correctness of the refinement. Our 
goal, however, is to dispense with any complicated evaluation of a weakest or 
strongest invariant; that is the reason why we will especially use condition (5) 
in Theorem 3.1 in practice. 
Definition 3.2. The refinement of S into S’ is correct with respect o the invari- 
ant I if the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. 
The role of the weakest and strongest invariants is to “squeeze” the refined 
invariant I’ between tight bounds. We can look for bounds less tight but easier 
to evaluate. By definition, the invariant I’ reduces to I when at pi is false; the 
following corollary provides bounds for the interesting case, where at pi is true. 
Corollary 3.3. If the refinement of S into S’ is correct with respect to the 
invariant I, then the invariant I’ satisfies the constraints 
sb[U[atp01 A CO); A01 * I’[atpil, 
I’[atnl * (CI * fi@[A~; I[atmll). 
(5) 
The set of solutions of the constraints (5) is called the candidate set for 
I’. Its computation is easy since it is a subalgebra of the boolean algebra of 
assertions. However, we intend to obtain the invariant I’ in two steps: first, 
I- and I+ are selected and, afterwards, an appropriate J is constructed. 
Comment. When I- has been selected, it can be viewed as an additional axiom, 
that is used freely when reasoning about Z+ and J. It is therefore useful to 
select as strong an I- as possible. The notation A E B means that B can be 
established when A is assumed to be true. In particular, A E {P} S {Q} holds 
if and only if {A A P} S {A + Q} holds. 
3.4.2. Selection technique for I- 
The selection of I- is based on the definitions and results given below. 
Definition 3.4. An assertion A is acceptable (with respect to I, S, and S’) if the 
choice I- =der A can be supplemented in order to obtain a triple (I-, I+, J) 
satisfying condition (5 ) in Theorem 3.1. 
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Definition 3.5. An assertion A is safe (with respect to I, S, and S’) if the 
formula (I A Tat pI ) + A and the triple {A} S’ {A} are true. 
Corollary 3.6. Let A be an assertion and let the re$nement of system S into 
system S’ be correct with respect to the invariant I. Assertion A is acceptable if 
and only if it is a logical consequence of sin [ (I A Tat p,); S’]. Assertion A is 
safe if and only if it is an acceptable invariant. 
The same problem seems to arise again: a computation of a strongest in- 
variant seems to be needed to know whether an assertion A can be selected or 
not, although this computation is likely to be intractable. However, safeness is 
easier to check than acceptability, and good approximations of an appropriate 
safe assertion I- can be obtained simply by removing parts of the old invariant 
I, viewed as a conjunctive set of assertions. The key of the method is that the 
separate construction of I- and then of J is easier than the direct construction 
of I’. The practical construction process for I- is now formally described. 
Definition 3.7. Let ZZO be a set of assertions such that Z E A Ho. The approxi- 
mation sequence (HO, HI,. . .) associated with the (conjunctive) set Ho and the 
refined system S’ is inductively defined as follows. Let H, be {A, : x E Xn} 
and let X, + 1 c X, be the maximal set such that the triples {AH,} S’ {A,} hold 
for all x E X,, ,. The set H,, I is defined as {A, : x E X,,, 1 }. The sequence 
(H, : n E N) is clearly decreasing, so its limit is nnEN H,. 
The concept of approximation sequence is intuitively clear. Assertions are 
repeatedly removed from the invariant 5 HO of the initial system until an 
invariant H, of the refined system is obtained. The role of the approximation 
sequence is stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. The limit H = nitN H,, of the approximation sequence 
(HO, H,, . . .) determines an acceptable choice A H for ZZ. Furthermore, if HO 
is finite, then AH is safe and there exists m E N such that H = H,, for all 
n 3 m. 
As only HO and HI can be evaluated easily, the first tentative choice for 
I- will always be A HI. In the favourable case where HI is the limit of the 
sequence, it is safe and therefore acceptable, as a consequence of Corollary 
3.6. Otherwise, A HI is not an invariant of the refined system, and we have 
no practical way to decide whether it is acceptable or not. However, experi- 
mentation has shown that, when the refinement under investigation is valid, 
51t is common practice to identify the invariant A HO and the set 170 of assertions. 
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the corresponding approximation sequence often converges quickly and that, 
even when Hi # H, the formula A HI is still an acceptable choice. So, if A H1 
cannot be supplemented with adequate I+ and J (using the technique given in 
Section 3.4.3), this is a strong indication that the refinement is not valid. The 
next step in this case is therefore to look for an invalidity proof (see Section 
3.5). If no evidence of nonvalidity is found, a second tentative choice for I- 
can be made; possible choices are A Hk, for some k > 1, or simply true. 
3.4.3. Selection technique for I+ and J 
The selection of formula I+ is straightforward. If Z is A Ho and if I- is 
A\Hk, then I+ will be A ( HO \ Hk). The last step of the refinement procedure 
is to obtain an appropriate J. 
The strategy for finding a formula J is two-phased. A “candidate set” for J 
is determined first (Corollary 3.3) and then appropriate candidates are filtered 
out. Here is now a formal description. 
Lemma 3.9. If the sequence of new transitions (po + pi), (p, + p1 ) is se- 
quentially equivalent to the old transition (po + pl), then the sequentiality 
constraints 
sb[(~+[atpol A CO); AoI =+ J[atal, 
J[atnl * (Cl * wb[Al; I+[atPIll). 
(6) 
are satisfiable. A choice J without occurrence of any place predicate associated 
with process p can be enforced. 
Theorem 3.10. Let I be an invariant of S. If I- is a safe assertion and if J is 
a formula satisfying constraints (6) and constraints 
I- F {J} T {J}, for all 7 E 7’ such that p’ @ type(z), (7) 
then the refinement of S into S’ is correct (with respect to I) and an invariant 
of S’ is 
Z’ =def [I- A (if atp, then J else I+)]. 
The strategy for finding J is as follows. First, the sequentiality constraints (6) 
are evaluated; they lead to a candidate set C for J. Second, elements of C are 
repeatedly checked against the interaction constraints (7), that is, the triples 
{J} 7 {J} (p’ +! type(z) ) are evaluated, with the assertion I- as an additional 
axiom. The assertion J can be any assertion satisfying both sequentiality and 
interaction constraints. In practice, J is a small formula whereas I- may be 
a big one, so I- + {J} 7 {J} is easier to check than + {I- A J} 7 {I- + J}. 
Even when I- is not safe, this strategy often succeeds but, in this case, an a 
posteriori verification of the new invariant I’ is needed. 
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The candidate set determined by the system of sequentiality constraints (6) 
is a “boolean interval”: it has the form {X : (A + X) A (X + B)}. Testing 
an arbitrary element X against the interaction constraints (Theorem 3.10) 
is routine work, but the needed symbolic computation can be heavy. It is 
therefore highly desirable to keep the number of tested elements as low as 
possible; a good tactic is needed to select a candidate X for testing. To obtain 
it, we have to keep in mind the double role of the invariant. First, as it is a 
prooftool, stronger formulas are to be preferred to weaker ones; second, as the 
invariant is also a documentation tool, one considers simpler formulas before 
more complicated ones. More often than not, the strongest choice X =der A 
is adequate. If A is a rather long formula that involves program variables and 
place predicates not occurring in B, it could be wiser to choose for X an 
interpolant of A and B, that is, a member of the candidate set such that a 
program variable, a function or a predicate can occur in X only if it occurs 
in both A and B. Craig’s Interpolation Theorem guarantees that interpolants 
always exist (see e.g. [7] for a proof and further details). The most promising 
element of a candidate set C is therefore the strongest interpolant between the 
upper and the lower bounds of C. 
3.5. Incorrect refinements 
The refinement strategy is nondeterministic; a failure to obtain a refined 
invariant indicates either that the refinement is not correct with respect to 
the initial invariant, or that the assertions I- and J have been selected in a 
wrong way (but recall that a safe choice for I- is never wrong). However, 
due to Theorems 3.1 and 3.10, the strategy is complete in the sense that 
every valid refinement can be proved correct with an invariant obtained by 
applying the strategy, provided that appropriate choices are made for I- and 
J. There is a strong similarity with the resolution method used in first-order 
logic: the empty clause can be derived by resolution from any unsatisfiable set 
of clauses, provided that the appropriate clauses are selected for unification 
and resolution. 
When non-correctness is suspected, the standard way to prove it is to con- 
struct a computation of S’ whose initial state a0 satisfies (Z A Tat p,) whereas 
some succeeding state (T, fails to satisfy (I v at pi). The following theorem 
allows us to restrict to a special kind of computations. 
Theorem 3.11. The refinement of S into S’ is not correct with respect to I if 
and only if a finite computation prefix s = (oo, . . . , D,,) exists such that 
OJ + at pi, for all j E {l,...,n - l}, 
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or, equivalently, if and only if a finite trace t = (71;. . . ; 7,) exists such that 
TI = (PO *Pi), 
type(sj)np = 0, forall jE (2 ,..., n- l}, 
75, = (Pi + PI ), 
and that 
slp[Z;t] $ false, (I A slp[Z;t]) = false. 
Comment. The essential point in a stepwise refinement development method 
is that the system and its invariant are modified hand in hand. It is not 
sufficient that the invariant establishes the correctness of the system with 
respect to some specification. As already mentioned, the invariant is not only 
a proof tool, but also a documentation tool; as a result, clarity is as important 
as correctness. Besides, program specifications might be modified as well; 
although specifications should be clearly stated at the very beginning of the 
design, they can be modified during the design for at least three reasons. First, 
one may discover an additional property which happens to be satisfied by some 
version of the system under development. If this property is useful, it can be 
added to the specification; the invariants of the versions already constructed 
are modified accordingly. Second, it is well known that the proof of liveness 
properties often requires the proof of additional invariance properties; such 
properties are to be added to the specifications and the invariants. Third, in 
case of failure, one may consider to weaken the specifications. 
An example of refinement failure will be given in Section 4.4. An example of 
specification modification has already occurred in Section 2.3. In the invariant 
(1 ), the second line was the specified property (mutual exclusion), but the 
third line can be read as follows: the shared resource is idle (ZNCS = 0) only 
when no station is waiting for it (E = 0). This optimality in the use of the 
resource is interesting in itself and should be added to the specification. 
3.6. An elementary example 
The refinement technique is now demonstrated on a toy example: an (over- 
simplified) version of the “Producer-Consumer” algorithm. 
The problem is as follows. A cyclic process repeatedly produces data which 
are consumed by another cyclic process. Data already produced but not con- 
sumed yet are stored in a finite first-in-first-out buffer of size N > 0. Obviously, 
no item can be consumed when the buffer is empty, and no item can be pro- 
duced when it is full. An abstract solution to this problem is modelled by the 
following FCS. 
P ::= {p,c}, where p = {PO}, c = {CO}; 
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M ::= {i,o}; 
I::= {(pO, i-o < N - prod(i); i:= i + 1, p(j), 
(co, i - 0 > 0 - cons(o); 0 := 0 + 1, co)}. 
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The counters i and o respectively record the number of produced data and 
of consumed data; prod(n) denotes the production of the nth item, whereas 
cons (n ) denotes its consumption. (These two actions do not alter the counters. ) 
The number of items in the buffer is i - o; the buffer itself is not modelled 
in this representation. The specification of the system is formalized in the 
invariant 
IO =def (0~ i-o A i-o< N) 
The initial conditions are represented by the formula (at po A at CO A i = 
0 = 0). 
3.6.1. Decomposition of data production 
As a first refinement, one would like to “split” the production of an item 
and the update of the counter i into two transitions. More formally, a new 
label pI is introduced in the process p and the transition 
(~0, i-o < N -+ prod(i); i := i + 1, PO) 
is tentatively replaced by the transitions 
(PO, i - 0 < N - prod(i), PI), 
(PI, i := i + 1, PO). 
Obviously, the sequence (po + pI ); (p, --) po) is sequentially equivalent to the 
transition (PO + ~0). In order to establish the validity of this refinement, an 
adaptation of the invariant Za is needed, since the transition (p,, i : = i + 1, PO) 
does not respect it. The assertion 1; will be selected according to the technique 
presented in Section 3.4.2. With the notation introduced in this section, the 
approximation sequence is 
HO = (0 d i-o, i-o d N} (with AHo E lo), 
Hi = (0 d i-o}, 
H2 = H, = H. 
We are in the favourable case, where the approximation sequence converges 
at the first iteration. As a result, we definitely select 
1; =,+f 0 < i-o, I+ =&f i-0 d N. 0 
Recall that I; is an invariant of the refined system. 
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Comment. The set Ho contains two assertions; the choice He = { 0 < i - o d 
N } would be less appropriate (leading to HI = 0, that is, I; = true). 
As already mentioned, several small assertions are better than a single big 
assertion. 
The invariant I, of the refined system will be 
It zder [0 d i-o A (if atpI then J else i-o 6 N)], 
where J has to be selected according to Section 3.4.3. 
The sequentiality constraints are 
slp[i- 0 d N; (i-o < N + prod(i))] * J, 
J + wlp[i:= i+ 1; i-o d N], 
which reduce to 
i-o<N + J, 
J + i+l-o<N. 
They determine for J a candidate set C. This set contains only one element, 
that is, the assertion i - o < N. This is the only possible choice for J. 
There is only one transition not involving process p; the corresponding 
interaction constraint is 
{J} (co, i - o > 0 i cons(o); o := o + 1, cc,) {J 
that is 
{i-o<N}i-o>O *o:=o+l{i-o<N}, 
which reduces to true. As a result, the assertion i - o < N 
choice for J. 
The refined invariant can be rewritten as follows: 
I, E [0 < i - o A (atpo + i - o d N) 
A (atpl *i-o< N)]. 
3.6.2. Decomposition of data consumption 
is an appropriate 
A similar refinement is attempted for process c; the transition 
(co, i-o>0 * cons(o);o:=o+ 1, co) 
is tentatively replaced by the transitions 
(co, i - 0 > 0 i cons(o), cl), 
(Cl, 0 := 0 + 1, co). 
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In order to select I;, an approximation sequence is selected: 
Ho = (0 d i - 0, (atpo * i - 0 < N), (at pI * i - 0 < N)}, 
HI = { (atpo * i - 0 d N), (atpl =+ i - 0 < N)}, 
H2 = H, = H. 
We are again in the favourable case H = HI and directly obtain 
Z; =def [(atpo*i-0dN) A (atpl*i-o<N)], 
I+ - 1 ddef (0 d i - 0). 
The invariant Z2 will therefore be defined by 
Z,- A (ifatci then J else 0 d i-o)]. 
The sequentiality constraints about J are 
slp[O d i -0; (i- 0 > 0 - cons(o))] * J, 
J + wfp[o := o + 1; 0 d i-o]; 
once again, the corresponding candidate set is a single set, that is, (0 < i - o}. 
The interaction constraints are 
{J} (PO, i - 0 < iv - prod(i), PI) {J}, 
{J} (PI, i:= i + 1, PO) {J}. 
These constraints reduce to 
{J[atpo]} i-o< N - prod(i) {J[Q~PI~): 
{J[atp,]} i:= i + 1 {J[utpo]}; 
as J is 0 < i - o, they further reduce to true. This leads to 
12 =der [utpo + i - o d N] A [at pl + i - o < N] 
A [at co =s 0 d i - o] 
A [at cl * 0 < i - 01. 
3.7. Generalizations 
In practice, atomicity refinements are slightly more complicated than the 
transformation introduced and illustrated above; especially, the introduction 
of new variables can be needed, and a statement can be decomposed in a 
sequence or a set of more than two substatements. 
Another problem in practice is that algorithms to be designed and verified 
are frequently parameterized. For instance, mutual exclusion algorithms can 
be developed for a fixed number of competing processes (usually two), but it 
is more convenient to develop algorithms for the general case of n processes, 
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where n is finite but unknown. These problems are addressed in the sequel of 
this section. 
3.7.1. Sequential decomposition ofa general multiple assignment 
The refinement methodology introduced so far allows only the replacement 
of a transition like (p,S,p’) by the transitions (p,S,, P) and (!,&,p’), where 
e is a new label and where Si ; Sz is sequentially equivalent to S. In practice 
however, S can be not only a double assignment, but also an arbitrary multiple 
assignment or a loop. We address here the sequential decomposition of the 
statement S[l : n], where S[i : j] is defined as [for k := i to j do Sk], 
so S [ i : j] is sequentially equivalent to (Si; . . . ; Sj), for all i, j. A two-step 
decomposition method is proposed. 
The first step of the refinement is to replace the transition (p, S [ 1 : n], p’) 
by the transitions (p, S [ 1 : k 1, ek ) and (&, S [k + 1 : n 1, p' ), for some k such 
that 1 d k < n. The usual method leads to adapt the old invariant I into a 
new invariant [I- A (if at !k then Jk else I+ ) 1. 
The second step consists of an educated guess. A function J (.) defined on 
{l,..., n - 1} is to be found such that J(k) = Jk. Several choices are possible 
for J (. ) but most of the time, the simpler choice is the right one. Nevertheless, 
a formal verification of the following “generalization statement” is needed. 
If the transition (p, S [ 1 : n], p’) is replaced by the M new transitions 
(p,Si,el), (p1,S2,e2), . . . . (!,_,,S,,p’), and if I is an invariant of 
the old system, then 
Z’ =def [Z- A A;I,;(atek + J(k)) A (out + I+)] 
is an invariant of the new system (with the additional convention 
that out is true when all new control predicates at !k are false). 
Comment. Theorem 3.1 (Section 3.4) can be generalized. The relined system 
is correct with respect to the invariance property (I v lout) if and only if 
I-, I+, J(.), and I’ defined as above exist such that Z’ is an invariant of the 
refined system, for the initial condition (I A out). 
Comment. It is more convenient to introduce a new counter k instead of n - 1 
new labels. This allows to restate the generalization statement in simpler terms: 
If the transition 
(P, S[l : HI, P’) 
is replaced by the new transitions 
(P, k < n - k := k + 1; Sk, p), 
(P, k = n - k := 0, p’), 
if the initial value of the new counter k is 0, and if Z is an invariant 
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of the old system, then 
I’ =+r [I- A k E {O,...,n} A J’(k)] 
is an invariant of the refined system, with the additional conventions 
Z’(o) =def I+, 
J’(k) =&f (J(k) A atp), if 0 < k < n, 
Z’(n) =&f (Z+ [atp’] A at p). 
3.7.2. Parallel decomposition of a general multiple assignment 
The second case considered here is the nondeterministic version of the first 
one. If the statement SK ::= for all k E K do Sk is sequentially equivalent to 
(S,,;... ; S,,,, ) for all permutations (ji,. . . ,;I,, ) of the set K, and if lKI > 1, 
one can try to replace the statement SK by a set of IKl more elementary 
substatements, to be executed in an arbitrary order (or in parallel if the 
Sk, k E K, do not interfere with each other). 
The first step of the attempted refinement is to replace the transition 
(p,S~,p’) by the transitions (p,SA,pA) and (lA,SX.iA,p’), where A c K, 
A # K and A # 0, and where P A is a new label. The usual method leads to 
adapt the old invariant Z into a new invariant 
I- A (if at BA then JA else I+ ). 
The second step consists of the discovery of an appropriate generalization 
function J (.). This function is defined on the set {X : X # @A Xc K A X # K} 
and is such that J(A) = JA. Once again, the guess is often easy but still 
needs a formal verification. As in the sequential case, it is more convenient 
to introduce a new variable X (whose value is a set), instead of a big set of 
21Kl - 2 new labels. The generalization statement is 
If the transition 
(P, SK, P’) 
is replaced by the new transitions 
(p, t E K \ X + S,; X := X u {t}, p), 
(p, X = K + X := 0, p’), 
if the initial value of the new set variable X is 0, and if Z is an 
invariant of the old system, then 
Z’ =&f [Z- A x C K A f(x)] 
is an invariant of the relined system, with the additional conventions 
Z’(8) =def I+, 
J’(x) =&f (J(X)/\atp),ifX#0,XcK,andX#K, 
J’(K) =&f (I+ [Utp’] A Utp). 
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This technique will be illustrated in Section 4.8. 
3.7.3. Parameterized algorithms 
More often than not, the designer has to develop parameterized programs. 
An algorithm for mutual exclusion should be usable for an arbitrary number of 
processes, solutions to the classical problem of readers and writers should be 
valid for any numbers of readers and writers, a data transfer protocol involving 
a transmission buffer should be independent of the maximal size of this buffer, 
and so on. 
In this paper, we restrict to the case where the only parameter is the number 
of processes and furthermore we suppose full symmetry between processes. 
More formally, if p and q denote processes, neither the algorithm nor its 
specifications and proofs are modilied when the roles of symbols p and q are 
permuted. 
It is well known that, when a problem exhibits some kind of symmetry, 
this symmetry should be maintained in the solution of the problem and, 
preferably, also in the argumentation leading to this solution. However, the 
notion of refinement introduced in this paper destroys the symmetry. The 
natural strategy is to restore the symmetry as soon as possible and, usually, 
this is rather straightforward. For instance, if the refinement of some transition 
TV destroys the symmetry and if type(r,) = {r}, then the adaptation of the 
invariant will probably be an instance of the scheme 
Old invariant: 10 A PP:A(P)l, 
New invariant: Ia A [Vpf Y : A(p)] A A’(r). 
(8) 
The next step will be to suppose that, if symmetric replacements are performed 
for all rP, p # r, then an adequate relined invariant is 
10 A wP:A'(P)l. (9) 
Although this supposition is usually valid, there are cases when it is not, so an 
a posteriori formal verification is necessary. 
4. Example-an abstract version 
The problem of the mutual exclusion between the processes of a distributed 
network is considered again. The elementary solution introduced in Section 
2.3 was not found satisfactory since it involves the sharing of data structures 
between the processes. A better solution, first introduced in [26], will be 
developed in this section. 
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4.1. Informal description of the problem and its solution 
A network consists of N 3 2 nodes which communicate by messages and 
do not share memory. The algorithm has to create mutual exclusion between 
these nodes for access to a given resource. Freeness of deadlock and individual 
starvation must be provided. 
The basic idea, as introduced in [26], is as follows. A node attempting 
to invoke mutual exclusion sends a request to all other nodes. On receipt of 
the request, the other nodes send a reply, immediate or deferred, following a 
priority function. When the N - 1 replies have been received, the access to the 
critical section is granted. A deferred reply is delayed until the receiving node 
has completed its own access to the critical section. 
When a station p needs to access its critical section, it will first indicate it 
and update the priority function. Afterwards, requesting messages are issued 
to the other stations; the access is delayed until all the answering messages 
have been received. The station p performs some internal computation within 
its critical section for a while; when this computation is completed, the station 
p sends deferred replies, if any (these replies are sent to stations which have 
requested access to their own critical section). The station p then comes back 
into its non-critical section. The priority function is updated by a station at 
the very time this station begins its entry protocol. The station allows already 
entered stations to take precedence over it. 
A minimal requirement appears immediately. If stations p and q both at- 
tempt to access their critical section, then exactly one of them should be 
delayed by the other. 
Comment. This requirement is not a consequence of the mutual exclusion, 
but a specific property connected with the tactics used to implement mutual 
exclusion. 
Some notation is introduced now, in accordance with [26]. 
l rcs,: p needs the access to the resource; 
l RC’S,: p requests the access to the resource (Request Critical Section); 
l OR;: p waits a reply from q (Outstanding Reply); 
l RDZ: p defers a reply to q (Reply Deferred); 
l PRZ: p, upon receipt of a request from q, takes precedence over q (PRi- 
ority ). 
The intended behaviour of a node p is summarized in Fig. 2. 
4.2. A first abstract version 
In this most abstract version, called So, all communication and synchroniza- 
tion problems are avoided: it is supposed that each station has instantaneous 
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(Non-critical section) 
Indicate that access is needed 
Take the lowest priority 
Send requests 
Replies are sent or delayed 
Wait for replies 
(Critical section) 
Access is terminated 
Send deferred replies (if any) 
(Non-critical section) 
7 rcs, ---+ [I 
PO 
rcs, + RCS, := 1 
Pl 
W#P WR;,PR$) := (O,l)l 
P2 
Vqfp [OR; := I] 
P3 
Vq#p[ifRCS,APRz 




rcs, - [I 
P5 
-rcs, --f RC 
P6 
--+ skip 
$) := 0 
t/q#p [if RDZ 
then (RD&OR:) := (O,O)] 
PO 
7 rcs, + [I 
Fig. 2. Node p. 
access to the whole memory of the system. Furthermore, we look for a coarse- 
grained version. More precisely, only three steps are distinguished: the entry 
protocol, which leads from the initial state po to the waiting state ~4, the entry 
test, which leads from the waiting state p4 to the critical state p5, and the exit 
protocol which leads from the critical state p5 to the initial state PO. 
4.2.1. The program 
Every station is modelled by a process (the same name is used for a station 
and for the corresponding process). The set of processes is PO = {p, q, r, . . .}. 
Every process contains three labels; they are denoted ZO, z4 and ~5, for all 
z E PO. 
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For each station p, the system contains the transitions listed below. 
(PO, 7 rcs, + [ I, PO), 
(po, rcs, + RCS, := 1; 
Vqfp WR;,PR;,OR;) := (0, l, 1)l; 
Vqfp [XRCS, A PR; 
then Rq := 1 else OR; := 01, p4), 
(~4, vqfp WR;l - skip,~s), 
(10) 
(~5, rcs, - [ I, Ps), 
(Ps, 7rcsp - RCS, := 0; 
Vqfp [if RDZ 
then (RDi,OR:) := (O,O)], PO). 
All expressions occurring in the transitions will eventually be implemented with 
private variables and message passing but, for now, we are not concerned with 
implementation problems. All those expressions are boolean; the expressions 
RCS,, OR;, and RDZ are initially false. We often write 1 and 0 for true and 
false respectively. The symbol [ ] denotes a step of internal computation. Such 
a step can change the value of the expression rcs,, when executed by station 
p, but has no action on the value of the other expressions introduced above. 
The intended meaning of the transitions is as follows. 
l (PO + PO) models internal computation in the non-critical section. 
l (p. + p4) models the entry protocol. Station p indicates that the access to 
the critical section is needed, the priority function is updated and requests 
are sent to all the other stations, which react to them instantaneously. 
l (p4 -+ ~5) models waiting for access. 
l (ps + ps) models internal computation in the critical section. 
l (ps + PO) models the exit protocol. The station p indicates that the ac- 
cess to the critical section is no longer needed, and sends replies to the 
stations which have requested access (reactions to these replies are also 
instantaneous). 
This oversimplified version of the system is not satisfactory, for the following 
reasons. 
l The communications from a station p to a station q are modelled by 
assignments, involving either station p or station q. (This is not realistic: 
both stations should be involved.) 
l As the priority function is used immediately after the update, that is, before 
any interference from another station can occur, the test (RCS, A PR:) 
will always reduce to RCS, in the transition from the initial state po to 
the waiting state p4. 
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l Large sections of program have artificially been viewed as single transi- 
tions; for instance, it is not realistic to suppose that a station can send 
several messages or receive several replies in a single execution step. 
These assumptions will be replaced by more realistic ones in the sequel of 
this paper but, first of all, the behaviour of this first version of the system must 
be stated formally, in the form of an invariant. The invariant must be strong 
enough to imply the specifications of the system, as far as safety properties are 
considered. 
4.2.2. The specifications and the invariant 
The main specification formalizes the mutual exclusion: no more than one 
station at a time can be in its critical section. This is formalized in the assertion 
Wv’4fP [-(alp5 A at 45)l. (11) 
The requirement introduced in Section 4.1 is formalized in the assertion 
Wvq#P [ (alp4 A atq4) * 
N{OR;,OR;} = N{RD;,Rq} = 11. 
(12) 
Comment. Freeness of individual starvation is a liveness property and is not 
considered here. 
The construction of an adequate invariant is not very difficult, since all 
difficulties have been artificially removed. In order to obtain this invariant, 
the intended meaning of the variables is formally described by safety properties. 
As all expressions are concerned with only one or two stations, we will look 
for assertions involving at most two stations, say stations p and q. 
l The case of RCS, is very simple, since it is altered by station p only. This 
results in the assertion [at po E ~RC’S,]. 
l At every time, exactly one of the variables PR; and PR$ is true, pro- 
vided this condition holds initially. This is expressed by the assertion 
N{PR& PRZ} = 1. Furthermore, when a station p has gained access 
to its critical section although station q had also requested access, sta- 
tion p has priority over station q. This is expressed by the assertion 
(at p5 A RCS,) + PRE . 
l The role of the expressions OR;, OR:, RDZ and RD$ is the resolution of 
conflicts between stations p and q. Station p waits a reply from station q if 
and only if station q has delayed a reply to station p, that is, OR; E R@. 
Furthermore, in case of a delayed reply, station p must be in its waiting 
state p4, and station q, having priority over p, has also requested access; 
this is summarized in the assertion Rq E (at p4 A RCS, A PRZ ) . 
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The role of the invariant IO is to summarize these statements in a formal 
way. Let lo be A Ho, where Z&J contains, for all distinct stations p and q, the 
assertions listed below. 
atpo - ARCS,,, 
N{PR;,PR;} = 1, 
(at ps A RCSq) =+ PRZ, 
OR; - RD& 
(13) 
RD$ s (atp4 A RCS, A PRZ). 
Any state satisfying IO is an acceptable initial state; if < denotes an arbitrary 
strict linear order on the set of processes, a simpler initial condition is 
VpVqfp [atpo r\~RCS, A (PRZ -p <q) 
ATOR; A 7OR; A -RD; A ?Rq]. 
The invariant Ze can now be checked against every transition. This kind of 
checking is routine work and omitted here. 
As a conclusion, the system SO is correct with respect to the invariant IO. 
Furthermore, this invariant is strong enough to guarantee mutual exclusion; 
should (at p5 A at 45) be true, then (RCSp A RCSq) and PR; and PR: would 
also be true, in contradiction with assertion N {PR:, PRZ} = 1 . 
Comment. It is important to point out that, at this abstract level, the only 
difficult point was to think about the very idea on which the algorithm is 
based (although this idea can be expressed in a very concise way [26] ). In 
this respect, concurrent algorithms are like most classical sequential algorithms 
(QuickSort for instance); a spark of genius may be needed to get the idea 
but, afterwards, fair technical competence should be sufficient to obtain the 
program with a proof of correctness. 
4.3. A first refinement 
For any station p, the transition 
(PO, rcsp - RCS, := 1; Vqfp [(PR;,PR;,OR;) := (O,l, l)]; 
Vqfp [if RCS, A PR: 
then Rq := 1 else OR: := 01, p4) 
contains too many actions and should be split. The first line of the transition 
models a preliminary phase, during which the station selects a weak priority 
and makes requests to all the other stations. The second line is the decision 
phase: the other stations decide whether the request will be granted at once 
or delayed. The two phases are tentatively separated, by introducing the label 
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~3, first for a single station r E PO only (if the refinement succeeds, it will be 
generalized according to Section 3.7.3 1. The transition (~0 + rb) is split into 
(ro, KS,. - RCS, : = 1; 
V/4#r [(~R~,~Z$~R~) := (O,l, l)l, r33), 
(r3, Vqfr [if RCS, A PR: then RD; := 1 else OR? := 01, r4). 
4.3. I. Construction of I- 
A new invariant It must be constructed from IO, in order to establish the 
validity of this refinement. According to the method introduced in Section 
3.4.2, the first task is to compute the approximation sequence (HO, HI,. . .), or 
at least its first two elements, in order to choose an assertion I;. The elements 
of HO are the assertions of IO, as listed in (13). Almost all assertions still 
belong to H, ; the difference is 
(Ho\Hl) = {(OR? - RD~):~E’PO\{Y}}. 
We are no longer in the favourable case: it is easy to check that A HI is not an 
invariant of the refined system. Nevertheless, it will be our first choice for Z;. 
4.3.2. Construction of J 
We have to construct the invariant 
It E [Z; A (if at r3 then J else I,+ ) 1, 
where I; zdef AH, and I,+ = def A (HO \ HI ), that is 
I: = Vqfr [OR: E RD;]. 
The candidate set for J = J [at r3 ] is determined by 
sb[(z~ [atrol A CO); AoI * J, 
J * (CI + wl~[Al;I,+[atr411), 
where 
A0 =&f KS, := 1; vqf r [ (pR:,pR;, OR;) := (0, 1, I)], 
Al =def Vqfr [if RCS, A PR: then RD; := 1 else OR! := 01, 
and where 
I: [at ro] - Vq# r [OR? E RD;], 
I: [at r4] 3 Vqf r [OR: E RD;]. 
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As we consider only states satisfying 1; and, in particular, 
RD; E (at r4 A RCS, A PR;), for all q # Y, 
these assertions can be strengthened in 
I,+ [at ro] E ‘dqf r [TORY A TRD~], 
Z,+[atrq] E Vqfr [ifRCS, A PR: 
then OR: A RD: else TOR:! A TRD~]. 
The least stronger bound sip [ (I: [at ro] A Co); ,401 of the candidate set is 
rcsr A RCS, A Vq # r [TPR: A PR; A OR; A 7RDi ]. 
Similarly, the greatest weaker bound (Cl + wfp [Al ; I: [at r4] ] ) is 
(14) 
Vq # r [if RCA’, A PR; then OR! else TRD~]. (15) 
We have now to select a candidate among the members of the candidate set 
determined by the aforementioned bounds ( 15) and ( 14). The most promising 
candidate is usually the strongest interpolant (Section 3.4.3). In the present 
case, it is simply obtained from the strongest bound by dropping the terms not 
occurring in the weakest bound. This leads to the choice Vq # r [ PR: A OR; A 
TRD;]. However, this candidate for J is not acceptable as such, since the 
term PR: is not respected by transition (go --t q4); this term is therefore to be 
omitted too. Our strongest possible choice for J is now Vq # r [OR: A 1RDk ] . 
This formula is still an element (and an interpolant) of the candidate set. This 
second choice leads to the candidate invariant 
Ii =der [I; A if at r3 then Vqf r [OR: A TRD~] else I:]. 
It is easy to check that I, is an invariant, and that it still guarantees the mutual 
exclusion. 
4.3.3. Generalization 
The effect of the refinement just validated is as follows. The equivalences 
OR? E RDG are not respected by the decomposition. The invariant Ii is 
obtained from the invariant IO by replacing, for each qf r, the assertion 
OR: E RD; 
by the assertion 
if at r3 then OR; A TRD~ else OR: -_ RD; 
or, equivalently, by the assertion 
(RD; 3 OR:) A (latr3 E (OR: + RD:)). 
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Comment. The second assertion is to be preferred since it shows that, although 
the formula OR! = RD; is not respected by the new transition (r-3 + r4), the 
weaker formula RD; + OR! is. Note also that the truthvalue of (OR? =s- RD;) 
is independent of q although (45 + 40) may alter OR? and RD;. 
Only one transition, involving an arbitrary but fixed station r, was concerned 
by the refinement. A similar refinement can now be attempted about the 
analogous transitions in all other stations, and it is likely that the effect on the 
invariant will be similar. More precisely, if the set of transitions { (pc + p4) : 
p E PO} is replaced by the set of transitions {(PO + p3), (~3 + p4) : p E PO}, 
we expect the effect on the invariant to be as follows: the assertion 
Vpb’qfp [OR; c Rq] 
is replaced by the assertion 
VpVqfp [(Rq + OR:) A (latp, E (OR; 3 Rq))]. 
Let S2 be the corresponding formal concurrent system. It is easy to check that 
an invariant 12 of this system is the conjunction, for all distinct stations p and 
q, of the assertions listed below. 
atpo - TRCS,, 
N{PR;,PR;} = 1, 
(at ps A RCS, ) + PRZ, 
(Rq + OR;) A (-atp3 E (OR; + Rq)), 
Rq -_ (at p4 A RCS, A PRZ). 
(16) 
Mutual exclusion is preserved, since the assertion Vp ‘dq # p (Tat psq5 ) is a 
logical consequence of the invariant 12. 
4.4. An unsuccessful attempt 
For any station p, the transition 
(~0, rcs, + RCS, : = 1; 
vq#P W’R;,PR;,OR;) := (O,l,l)l, ~3) 
still contains too many actions; a new intermediate label PI can be tentatively 
introduced, and the transition (PO -+ ~3) can be split into (PO + PI ) and 
(p, -+ ~3). The refinement is first attempted for a single r E PO only; the new 
transitions are 
(ro, rcsr + RCS, := I, rl), 
(rl, Vqfr [(PR:,PRi,OR:) := (0, 1, l)], r3). 
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Let S3 be the resulting concurrent system. 
In order to build a refined invariant 13, the invariant 12 is decomposed, with 




atpo - TRCS,, for all p, 
N{PR;,PR;} = 1, for all P, 4 #P, 
(atp5 A RC&) 3 PRZ, for all 4 # r, P # 4, 
(Rq + OR;) A (-atp3 E (OR; + Rq)), 
for all P, 4 #P, 
, Rq E (atp4 A RCS, A PR:), for all q#r,p#q; 
(atps A RCS,) + PRF,, for all p # Y, 
RLlf - (at p4 A RCS, A PRf), for all pf Y. 
(Transition (ro -+ rl ) does not respect the assertions of the first kind in Z2+, 
and transition (rl + r3) does not respect the assertions of the second kind.) 
The restrictions of Zz at ro and at r3 are evaluated; as usual, 1; is used as an 
additional axiom, allowing to simplify RCS, in false, when at ro holds, and in 
true, when at r3 holds. The results are: 
Zl [at ro] = Vpf r (1R@), 
I,+[atrj] = Vpfr [(atps + PRL) A (RDf E (atp4 A PRf))l. 
The least stronger bound and the greatest weaker bound of the candidate set 
for J E J [at rl ] respectively are: 
S = [rcsr A RCS, A Vpfr (TRQ’)], 
W = Vpfr (TRL$‘). 
We first observe that the only interpolant of S and W is W. Second, we have 
already noticed that introducing the private variable rcsr into the invariant is 
useless and, third, introducing the variable RCS, would be useless too, since 
its behaviour is already recorded in full in the preserved part of the invariant. 
As a conclusion, we need only considering one candidate, that is, J =def W. 
This choice leads to the tentative relined invariant 
I’ =&.f I; A (if at rI then W else I,‘), 
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which can be rewritten as the conjunction of the assertions 
atpo E ARCS,, for all p, 
N{PR&PR;} = 1, for all P, 4 #P, 
(atps A RC&,) + PR$ for all qf r, P# 4, 
(at ps A RCS, A Tat rI) 3 PRL, for all p # Y, 
(Rq + OR;) A (-atp3 = (OR; 3 Rq)), for all p, qfp, 
Rq = (at p4 A RCS, A PRZ), for all qf r, P# 4, 
RL$’ z (at p4 A -at rl A RCS, A PRf ), for all pf r. 
Unfortunately, interaction constraints are not satisfied by J and I’ is not an 
invariant: the triple 
(1’ A at rl A f’R$‘} (~3 -+ ~4) 
{RDf = (atp4 A Tat rI A RCS, A PRj!)] 
is not valid, although the precondition implies I’ and the postcondition is a 
logical consequence of I’. (More operationally, the “then” part of the assign- 
ment is executed for q = r, leading to a state where (at rI A RDf ) is true, 
whereas the postcondition asserts that (at r1 A RDf’ ) should be false.) The 
usual technique fails to validate the refinement and leads to a negative result, 
that is, the assertion (Tat rl + I;) is not an invariance property of the refined 
system. As a conclusion, the transition (rg + r3 ) will not be split into (ro --+ rl ) 
and ( rl --+ r3), but another decomposition can be attempted. 
Comment. It is easy to verify that the (incorrectly) refined version is not 
adequate and leads to deadlock. (See [ 161 for more details. ) 
4.5. Towards a medium-grained version 
4.5.1. A second attempt 
Another way to break the transition (rO -+ r3) is to introduce the control 
point r2, and to replace the transition by 
(ro, rcs,. - RCS,:= 1;Vqfr [(PR?,PRi):= (O,l)], r2), 
(rz, Vqfr [OR? := I], r3). 
All assertions of the invariant 12 are respected by the new transitions. As a 
result, the refinement is valid and the invariant is not modified. Obviously 
enough, the same transformation can be performed for all p E PO. 
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4.5.2. Decomposition of the exit protocol 
The transition (rs -+ ro) models the exit protocol; it is tentatively refined 
by introducing the new control point Yg (see Fig. 2). It is left to the reader to 
show that the usual tactic succeeds here, and leads to replace in the invariant 
12 the assertions 
at ro G -IRCS,, 
RDf’ E (atpb A RCS, A PR;), for all pfr, 
respectively by the assertions 
at r06 E TRCS,, 
atp4rg v (RDf = (atp4 A RCS, A PR:)), for allpfr. 
This refinement can be generalized to all p E PO. 
4.5.3. A medium-grained approach and its invariant 
The system & obtained so far has the transitions listed below, for all p E PO. 
(PO, 7 rcsp - [ I, PO), 
(PO, rcs, -----f RCS, := 1; Vq#P [(PR~,PR~) := (0, l)l, ~2)~ 
(~2, vqfp IOR; := 11, ~3), 
(~3, Vqfp [ if RCS, A f’R$ 
then RD$ := 1 else OR; := 01, pi), 
(~4, vq#p [+Ril + skip, ~51, 
(Ps, rcs, - [ I, Ps), 
(P5, -Vcsp - RCS, : = 0, p6), 
(p6, b’qfp [if RDZ then (RDz,ORi) := (O,O)], PO). 
(171 
The corresponding invariant Z3 is the conjunction, for all distinct stations p 
and q, of the assertions listed below: 
atpo6 = TRCS,, 
N{PRz,PRz} = 1 A ((atps ARC&) + PRZ), 
(Rq + OR;) A (latp3 = (OR; * RDfj)), 
atp6q4 v (RD; = (at q4 A RCS, A PR;)). 
(18) 
Comment. We have obtained a “medium-grained” version: distinct operations 
belong to distinct transitions, but a station deals with all the other stations in 
a single transition. 
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4.6. Absence of deadlock 
The invariant expresses that the medium-grained version guarantees the 
mutual exclusion. Furthermore, two stations cannot wait for a reply from each 
other, but this property is not sufficient to guarantee the absence of deadlock. 
More formally, the invariant establishes that states satisfying 
at p4 A at q4 A OR; A OR: 
cannot be reached, but this is no longer true for states satisfying 
dead@, 4, r) 
=der atp4 A at q4 A at r4 A OR; A OR; A OR!, 
(19) 
where p, q, and r are distinct stations. In such a state, station p is waiting for 
station q, which is waiting for station r, which is waiting for station p. None 
of these three stations will ever gain access, and, in fact, all the other stations 
will be also delayed forever. 
Let us call formula ( 19) the deadlock formula associated with the sequence 
(p, q, r). This notion obviously generalizes to sequences of more than three 
stations. Let D be any sequence (aI, . . . , a,) of distinct station names (m 3 2). 
A D-blocking state is a state satisfying the D-blocking formula 
block(D) =def PR$ A ... A PR:;- A PR$ 
A blocking state is a state satisfying block(D) for some D. 





Any deadlock state satisfies the deadlock formula associated with some 
sequence D. 
Any state satisfying both the invariant ZJ and the formula dead(D) also 
satisfies the formula block(D). 
The formula (13 A VD [lblock(D)] ) is an invariant of the system S3. 
The proofs are given in [ 161. These propositions guarantee that, in order to 
prevent deadlock, it is sufficient that the initial state is not a blocking state. 
Comment. The strengthening of the invariant performed in this section shows 
that the proposed methodology is rather flexible. The program designer may 
strengthen or modify the specification of the problem at any time; the point is, 
every modification in the program must be justified at once by an adaptation 
of the invariant. 
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4.7. Centralized implementation of the priority scheme 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the priority scheme is simply “lirst-in-first- 
out”. The very abstract way it has been implemented was convenient for 
understanding and proving purposes but, as variables shared in writing have 
been used, this abstract way is not realistic at all. As a first step towards an 
implementation, we would like to restrict at least the writing access. This is a 
“creative” modification, the first one since the initial system has been stated. 
Fortunately enough, a standard solution to this problem exists, that is, the 
“bakery technique”, introduced in [20]. Let us recall the principle briefly. In a 
bakery, each customer is served according to the arrival time. This time can be 
witnessed by a ticket the customer takes when entering the bakery. The tickets 
are numbered 0,1,2,. . . . A customer p has priority over a customer q if the 
“sequence number” of p is less than the sequence number of q. A drawback is 
that all customers need to access the ticket box (like the absolute time in the 
algorithm); this restriction is not always acceptable and will be removed later. 
In the present framework, the application of the bakery technique is straight- 
forward: time is recorded when priority is set. A station p will take priority 
over a station q if and only if station p has recorded an earlier time than 
station q. A local variable SN, is added in the memory of station p to record 
the time. (SN stands for sequence number, as in [26].) 
This new implementation of the priority function results in the following set 
of transitions. 
(PO, 7 rcs, - 1 I, PO), 
(PO, rcs, - (RCS,,SN,) := (1, time), pz), 
(~2, ‘v’qfp IOR; := 11, ~3), 
(~3, Vqfp [ if RCS, A SN, < Siv, 
then RL$ := 1 else ORB := 01, p4), 
(~4, v’s+ P [morel + skip, PS), 
(~5, rcsp - [ I, PS), 
(P5, Trcs, + RCS, := 0, p6), 
(~6, Vqfp [if RD; then (RDz,ORs) := (O,O)], ~0). 
(20) 
The standard way of justifying the modification performed in this section is 
a new adaptation of the invariant but, in fact, it is hardly needed. From the 
formal point of view, the “transformation” is nothing more than a notational 
change: “PRg” has been replaced by “SNP < SNq”. All we have to check is that 
this notational change has been consistently applied everywhere. Otherwise 
stated, the (abstract) family of variables PR is adequately implemented by the 
(less abstract) family of variables SN and the special expression time. This 
point of view is compositional in the sense that the modification is concerned 
only with the priority scheme, and not with the whole concurrent system. 
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With the new notation, the assertions of the invariant 1s are, for all distinct 
stations p and q, 
at p~6 = TRCS,, 
CSlv,#Sslv,) A ((atps A RC&) + SNP <Slv,), 
(Rq + OR;) A (-atp3 E (OR; + Rq)), 
at p& V (RDZ = (at q4 A RCS, A SNP < Sn$)). 
(21) 
(This is not a real refinement, so no new name is given to the invariant.) 
Comment. An additional advantage of the new priority scheme is that the 
absence of deadlock is obvious, since blocking states no longer exist. Indeed, 
the (p, q, r)-blocking formula can now be written (SNP > SrV, A SrV, > Slv, A 
Slv, > SN,), which reduces to false. Let us recall that, in the interleaving 
semantics, events induced by distinct transitions are never simultaneous; as a 
result, distinct evaluations of the expression time always give distinct values; 
these values are delivered in increasing order. 
4.8. A finer-grained version 
Some transitions contain quantified statements or guards; for station p, they 
are (~2 +~3), (~3+p4), (p4 -p5) and (p6 i po). It is not realistic to enforce 
a process to execute N - 1 statements (or to test N - 1 conditions) without 
interference from other processes. These transitions will be split according to 
the technique introduced in Section 3.7.2, so that only the execution of a single 
statement is protected against interference from the outside. 
4.8. I. Decomposition of (r2 + r3) (first step) 
The transition ( r2 + r3), for some r E PO, is considered first. Let A be a 
non-empty proper subset of Pr, where P, stands for PO \ {r}. The first step of 
the refinement consists in replacing the transition 
(r2, Vq E P, [OR4 .= 11, t-3) I . 
by the transitions 
(r2, Vq E A [OR; := 11, rA), 
(rA, Vq E P,\A [ORP := 11, r3), 
where rA is a new label introduced in process r. 
In order to build a refined invariant Z4, the invariant 1, is decomposed, with 
the usual technique. The set of assertions is partitioned as follows: 
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1; = 
at ~06 E TRCS,, for all p, 
(SN,#SN,) A ((atps A RCS4) + SNP < Slv,), 
for all P, 4 #P, 
(Rq =+ OR;) A (latp3 F (OR: + RL$)), 
for all P # r, 4 #P, 
RD; =+ OR;, for all q # r, 
latr3 - (OR! + RD;), for all q E Pr\A, 
atp6q4 V (RDZ - (at q4 A RCS, A SNP <SN,))], 
for all p, qfp. 
I+ = {Tat r3 E (OR; + RD;), 3 for all q E A. 
(Transition (r2 + rA ) does not respect 1: .) The restrictions of 1: at the 
control points r2 and r3 are evaluated; the results are: 
I: [at rz] = (Vq E A) (OR: + RD;), 
Zc [at r3] = (Vq E A) -(OR: =+ RD;). 
The least stronger bound and the greatest weaker bound of the candidate set 
for the assertion ZA -_ ZA [at rA] respectively are: 
5’ =def (‘jq E A) OR;, 
w =def (t/q E A) l(OR; + RD;). 
As (Tat r4 + -RDi) is a consequence of I;, the assertions S and W are 
equivalent in the present context, and there is only one choice for JA. Since 
the intended meaning of the assertion to be adapted is to tell whether the 
implication (OR: + RD;) is true or not, our choice will be JA =&f W. This 
leads to the refined invariant 
14 =def [ 1; A (if at rA then JA eke Z3+ ) 1. 
Comment. The new invariant 14 is obtained from the old invariant Z3 by 
replacing every assertion -at r3 E (OR? 3 RD; ), for all q E A, by the 
assertion -at r3A = (OR; + RD; ). 
4.8.2. Decomposition of (r2 -+ r3) (second step) 
The dependence of the assertion JA on the set A is explicit, so the second step 
of the attempted refinement consists of the (trivial) definition J(X) =&f Jx, 
where X can be any non-empty subset of P, except P, itself. We also call X 
the new set variable; its initial value is the empty set. 
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According to the end of Section 3.7.2, we have to check that the replacement 
of the transition 
(r2, vq E Pr [OR: := 11, Ys) 
by the new transitions 
(r2, 4 E Pr \X - (ORF,X) := (l,XU{q)), r2), 
(r2, X = Pr - X := 0, rj), 
is validated by the invariant 
with the additional conventions 
J’(8) =def z-j+, 
J’(x) =def (J(x) A at r2), if X # 8, X c Pr, and X # Pr, 
J’(Pr) =&f (1: [at rJ] A at r2). 
It is indeed the case; furthermore, it can be shown that the new invariant IS 
differs from the old invariant Z3 only in the replacement, for all q # r, of the 
assertion -at r3 E (OR: + RD;) by the assertion 
T[at r3 v (at r2 A q E X)] - (OR: =S RD;). 
The predicate [at r3 v (at r2 A q E X) ] is interpreted as follows: “station q 
views station r as being at the control point r3”. This intuitive interpretation 
will be further developed later. 
4.8.3. Decomposition of (p2 -, p3), for all p 
One expects as usual that symmetry is maintained. New set variables X, 
are introduced and the new invariant 16 is likely to be obtained from the 
old invariant I3 by replacing every assertion Tat p3 = (OR; + Rq) by the 
assertion 
-[atp3 v (atpz A q E X,)] = (OR; * Rq). 
The verification is left to the reader. 
4.8.4. Decomposition of all quantified transitions 
The case of the remaining quantified transitions is similar. There is no need 
to introduce new auxiliary set variables; the variable X,, introduced to split 
(~2 + p3 ), can be reused to split (pi - p4 ), (~4 -+ ps) and (p6 + PO). The 
transitions of the refined system S7 are (for all distinct stations p and q 1, 
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(PO, 7f”csp - [ I, PO), 
(PO, rcsp - (RCS,,SN,) := (l,time), p2), 
(P2, 4 E Pp \ xp - m;,qJ) := (l,Xpu{q)), Pz), 
(P2, xp = Pp - Jfp := 0, P3), 
(~3, q E Pp \ X, A RCS, A SNq < SNp -----t 
(RqJp) := (l,xpu{q}), ~31, 
(p3, q E Pp \ X, A [TRCS, v SNp < SN,] - 
WRjLxp) := (O,~pu{q}), ~3), 
(P3, xp = Pp - xp := 0, P4), 
(~4, q E Pp \Xp A 7OR; - Xp := Xpu{q}, ~4), 
(P4, xp = Pp + xp := 0, Ps), 
(P5, rcsp - 1 I, P5)l 
(P5, TYCS~ --+ RCS, := 0, p6), 
(P6, q E Pp \ xp A RD; ----f 
(RD;,OR&Xp) := (o,o,XpU{q}), P6), 
(P6, 4 E pp \xp A 1RD; - xp := xp’-J{q}, P6), 
(P6, xp = pp - xp := 0, PO). 
(22) 
The new invariant 17 is obtained from 1s by addition of the assertion 
Vp (X, c Pp) and by replacing at pl by at4 pi, where the latter predicate 
intuitively means: “from the point of view of station q, the place predicate 
at pi is true”. Here is the formal definition of these predicates. 
atqPO =def ((atp6 A 4 E &) v atPO)> 
at9P2 =def (alp2 A 4 E pp \xp), 
atqP3 =def ((atp2 A 4 E xp) v (atp3 A 4 E pp \ &)), 
atqP4 =def ((atp3 A 4 E xp) v (alp4 A 4 E Pp \ xp)), 
atqP5 =def ((atP4 A 4 EXp) v atP5), 
atqP6 =def (alp6 A C? E pp \ xp). 
The invariant Z7 is the conjunction, for all distinct stations p and q, of the 
assertions 
1, : [xp C Pp A (atPo5 * xp = 0) I, 
2, : [atpoe = TRCS,], 
3,,: [(SNp#SNq) A ((atqp5 A RCSq) + SNp <SNq)], 
4,, : [(Rq + OR;) A (Tatqp3 G (OR: + Rq))], 
(23) 
5 P4 : [ (atqP6 A alp q4) 
V (RDZ = (atPq4 A RCS, A SNp < Snir,))]. 
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Acceptable initial conditions are, for all distinct stations p and q, 
atpo AX, = 0 A TRCS, A 7OR; A 7OR; 
A-RD; A -RD$ A SNp#SNq. 
Comment. Recall that a sequence of evaluations of the expression time is 
assumed to deliver an increasing sequence of numbers. This is formalized by 
the triples 
Tiq : {true} SN, := time {Slv, < SN,}, for all p, q fp. 
5. Towards an implementation 
The system S7 can be implemented as a set of processes communicating 
by shared memory. However, as no expression is altered by more than two 
stations, it can be attempted to implement ST as a set of communicating 
sequential processes. 
5.1. Private variables and shared transitions 
The system must be transformed in such a way that each variable is altered 
by one station only. We adopt the following convention: a variable can be 
altered by station p if its subscript is p. 
This convention enforces further transformation of the system. Let us con- 
sider for instance the transition 
(~6, 4 E Pp \ X, A RD; - 
(RD;,OR$X,) := (o,o,x,‘J{q)), P6). 
This transition does not respect the convention, since it alters the variable 
OR:, being owned by station q. This can be repaired easily. If process p is no 
longer allowed to access variable OR:, then a new process, attached to station 
q, needs to be created to do that; the type of the transition (see Section 2.3) 
will include this new process. In fact, one can observe that station p requires 
the cooperation of station q in two ways: first, when the access is requested 
(station q must know SNP ) and, second, when a reply is issued (station q has 
to reset variable OR:). 
It is convenient to create two new processes for each station. A first one will 
deal with the requests, that is, the sequence numbers of the other stations. A 
second one will deal with the replies from the other stations. For now, these 
processes will contain a single label. For station p, the auxiliary processes 
are respectively p’ = {pb} and p” = {pi}. A station now consists of three 
processes, which communicate by shared memory. (The symbol p denotes 
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both a station and the main process of this station, but there is no risk of 
confusion. ) 
Let us now determine, for station p, which transitions involve auxiliary 
processes. They are 
(p3, q E PP \X, A RCS, A SNq < SN, - 
(Rq,X,):= (l,Xpu{q}), ~3), 
(p3, q E PP \A’, A [TRCS, V SNp < SN,] + 
(OR;,X&= (O,X,u{ql), ~3), 
W;,OR;,&) := (o>o,x,U{q>), p6). 
The first one evokes SN, and RL$; therefore, this transition involves the first 
auxiliary process attached to station q. The last one involves OR:, which has 
to be reset to 0 (false) by the second auxiliary process attached to station q. 
The second transition, like the first one, involves the auxiliary process {qh}; 
furthermore, as the variable OR; is reset to 0, the auxiliary process {pi} is also 
involved. As a result, the aforementioned transitions are respectively rewritten 
as 
(PJq;), q E Qp \X, A RCA', A SN, < SN, - 
(Rq,X,):= (l,Xpu{q)), i&L 
(P&d,‘, 9 E Qp \X, A [?RCS, v SNp < SN,] + 
(OR&X,) := (0,X,u{q}),pjq~p;0, 
(P6& 9 E Qp \ & A RD; - 
W;.,OR;,X,) := (o,o,&U{9>), P69;1). 
This transformation does not alter the invariant; it is not really a refinement, 
but only a purely syntactic transformation. This is rather obvious: exactly 
the same actions are performed, in the same order. The only modification 
is concerned with the formal processes, and the following result has been 
achieved: each variable is now the “private” property of a station, and can be 
evoked only in a transition shared by a process of this station. 
Let us note that, intuitively, auxiliary processes have been introduced to 
perform some specific tasks but, formally, the FCS language does not indicate 
which process performs which assignment; indeed, formal processes in FCS are 
simply sets of labels (and are not computing agents). Computing agents are 
concerned with the implementation, but further transformations are needed 
before the implementation as a set of communicating processes can be evoked. 
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5.2. Distributed implementation of the priority scheme 
There is still a quantity which is shared between all the stations: the absolute 
time, denoted by the symbol time. It is perhaps optimistic to suppose that all 
stations have access to a common clock. In practice, the stations should have 
access only to their own clocks, meaning that the priority scheme should be 
implemented in a distributed way. One can suppose that the local clocks are 
all copies of some absolute clock, giving GMT for instance, but one cannot 
suppose that they are perfectly accurate. Let us now investigate whether the 
accuracy hypothesis can be relaxed. 
As a first step, we recall what is known about time; this knowledge is 
inherited from the abstract version of the priority scheme. As the statement 
SND := time was intended to implement the abstract statement 
with PR; E Slv, < Sn$, we were led to assume the validity of the triples 
Tp’y : {true} S’rV, := time {SN, < SrV,}, 
for all p and q # p. These triples formalize the monotonicity of the clock: 
the last evaluation of time gives a greater value than any former evaluation. 
As it is unrealistic to assume that distant processes share a common clock, 
the monotonicity hypothesis will probably be weakened. In fact, the realistic 
situation is that each station has its local clock, and that clocks are synchronized 
only from time to time. 
The second step is therefore to investigate whether what is really needed 
about the local clocks can be reasonably required. We can still assume the 
validity of the triples 
{SNq < S?v,} SNQ := time(p) {SN, < SNp}, 
for all p and q # p. They formalize the monotonicity of the local clocks; SN, 
can only increase. However, a triple like 
{SN, > SN,} SN, := time(p) {Slv, < SN,} 
can no longer be assumed without restriction. Fortunately, the validity of this 
triple is needed only when station q is about to access its critical section; 
at this time, say when some predicate CLAN holds, station p should not be 
allowed to “steal” the priority by establishing SN,, < SN,. As a consequence, 
synchronization between p and q should occur before station q reaches the 
control point atPq4 (and after it has selected its own time time(q)). From 
the operational point of view, this is possible since communication between 
p and q occurs during the appropriate space of time. The conclusion is that 
a distributed implementation is possible, assuming only monotonicity of the 
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local clocks and from time to time synchronization. The specifying triple will 
be 
{SN, < SN,, V CLi4} SN, := time(p) {SN4 < SN,}, 
with, for instance, 6 
cLL? =def atPq45602 
that is, ( (at q3 A p E X, ) V at 94560 ). 
The “distributed clock” scheme chosen by Ricart and Agrawala is based 
on the “bakery” principle recalled in Section 4.7. Each station p maintains a 
local variable, called HSN,, which records the Highest Sequence Number that 
has been communicated to it. When station p attempts to access the critical 
section, it takes the apparently lowest priority by executing the assignment 
SNp := HSN, + 1;’ the other stations update their view of the timestamp 
machine by performing the assignment HSN, : = max(HSN,, SNp ). 
In order to allow incidental equality between SNp and Siv,, some linear order, 
denoted <, is supposed to exist on the set of stations; the test SN, < Slv, is 
replaced by (SN,,p) + (SN,,q), where + denotes the lexicographic order on 
the set of couples; the expression (SN,, p) + (SIL’,, q), or SNp + SN, for 
short, * can be expanded into 
The useful knowledge about the distributed clock is summarized, for all 
distinct stations p and q, by the triple Tjq given below. 
Tp”4 : {Sn$ + SNp v C$J (PO + ~2) {SNq < SNp}. (34) 
The validity of this triple is an immediate consequence of the clock invariant, 
’ that is, the conjunction of the assertions Cp4, for all distinct stations p and q, 
defined by 
c& =def [Srv, d HSN, + 1 A (CL;~ + SN, 6 HSN,)]. (25) 
The validation of the clock invariant is left to the reader. 
‘Several choices are possible; we make the most general one, leading to the most informative 
triples. 
‘Any statement establishing the postcondition SNP > IISN, would be acceptable here. 
sThis notation is slightly incorrect, but there is no risk of confusion. Observe that 1 (SN,, -X .SNq) 
is equivalent to SN, < SN,, for any distinct p and 4. 
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This new policy leads to the system Ss, whose transitions are 
P& : (PO, 7 rcs, - 1 I, PO), 
P& : (PO, rcsp - WCS,,SN,) := (l,HsN, + I), P2), 
g; : (P2, 4 6 Pp \ ‘J&l - KyYJp) := (l,XpU{q)), P2), 
g3 : (P2, xp = Pp - xp := 0, P3), 
j& : (P3q& q E Tp \ X, A RCS, A SN, + SN, - 
(RD$,HSN,,X,) 
:= (1,max(HSN,,SN,),X,U{q}), p&), 
P;& : (p&$‘, 4 E Pp \ xp A LlRCS, v Slv, 4 Slv,l - 
(OR;,HsN,,~p) 
.- (o,max(HSN,,SNp),~pu{q}), P3q,$P;l), .- (26) 
g4 : (P3, xp = Pp - xp := 0, P4), 
ru:: : (~4, q 6 Pp \Jf, A 7OR; - xp := ~pu{q}, ~4), 
&: (P4, xp =Pp - &:=O,PsL 
P& : (~5, rcs, ---+ [ I, PSI, 
&j : (Ps, -vcs, --f RCS, := 0, p6), 
Ga (p6q;;, 4 E pp \xp A RD; - 
(RD;,OR;,X,):= (o,o,~p'J{q}), p6q;o, 
/&J : (p6, q E pp\xp A 1RD; - xp:= x,U{q}, Pe)r 
&O: (P6, xp =pp - xp:=0,PO). 
The invariant Is is simply I7 except that SNp < Sni, is replaced by SNp -X Slv, 
and that the values of the sequence numbers are no longer required to be 
distinct. The variable HSN, occurs only in the clock invariant. (See [ 161 for 
more details.) 
With an ideal clock, the access to the critical section is obtained on a 
first-come, first-served basis. The distributed clock presented here is not 
ideal, since the value of HSN, only approximates the maximum of the set 
{SN,,Slv,,SN,, . . .}. 
5.3. Local testing 
The transitions (p3qh + p3qA) and (p3qhp;( + pjqbpl;) contain the test 
SNp 4 SrV,. Such a test cannot be performed locally, since SNp and Slv, 
belong to distinct stations. In order to allow this test to be performed locally, 
a further refinement is attempted. A new label qi and two new local variables 
kq and .!$ are introduced. The intuitive meaning of the proposed refinement is 
as follows. When at qi is true, station q has received from another station, say 
station p, a couple (SN,,p). This couple has been saved in the local variables 
kq and &, but the comparison with the local couple (SN,, q) has not been 
performed yet. 
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More formally, the transitions 
(p3q;, q E Pp \ X, ARCS, A SNq+SNp - 
(RD&HSN,,X,):= (l,max(HSN,,SN,),X,U{q}),P3q;,), 
hq&‘, q E Pp \ Xp A [-CS, v SNp + srv, 1 - 
(OR~,ffSN,,X,) := (0,max(~SN,,SNp),XpU{q}),p3q~p;l), 
are tentatively replaced by the transitions 
(P34& 4 E pp \ xp - 
(kq,Pq,XP) := CSrv,,P,Xpu{q)), nq;L 
(q;, K’S, A (SN,,q) + (k,J,) - 
(HSNq,RD2) := (max(HSN,,k,), 11, qh), 
(414qb’, TRCS', v (k&J + (SN,,q) - 
(HSNq,OR~o) := (max(HSN,,k,),O), q&i). 
Comment. The last two new transitions can also be written as 
(q;, 8, = P A KS, A (SN,,q) 4 (&P) - 
(M’N,,Rq) := (max(HSN,,k,), I), q,$), 
(q;d,‘> Pq = P A (lRC& v (kq,Pq) 4 (Slv,, q)) - 
WsN,,ORz) := (max(ffSNy,&),O), &;I), 
where p is any station other than q. Although there are now 2( N-l ) transitions 
instead of only two, this is a more readable notation. 
The main invariant Is and the clock invariant can be adapted with the 
usual method, but it is faster and more instructive to make an educated guess. 
The role of the first new transition is to set auxiliary variables and to switch 
from at‘Jp3 to at4p4, whereas the role of the other ones is to update the main 
variables according to this switching. 
The transient state introduced by the tentative refinement is characterized by 
the formula (Tat qh A P, = p); this suggests the modifications given in Table 
1. Besides, the behaviour of the new variables is specified by the assertions 
6, : at 41, v tq E Pq, 
7 9P 1 batq;, A!, =p) * 
(h =SNp A [(atP3AqEXp) V (atp4Aq$Xp)]). 








aflp4 A (at 4;1 vr,#p) 
CL:, A (at q; v Y, # p) 
Comment. It can be more convenient to red&e the auxiliary predicates aflp3 
and aPp4 instead of replacing them by appropriate expressions. That will be 
done in the next section. 
5.4. Further decomposition 
The new transitions (41 + 4;) and (q;p;I + qAp;O still contain to many 
actions, so further decomposition is necessary. A new label q; is introduced 
for each station q, and the two transitions mentioned above are replaced by 
q . V12 . (41, HSN, := max(HSN,,k,), q;), 
u;& : (q;, Pq = P A RCS, A CSlv,, 4) -x (k,, P, 1 + 
Rq := 1, q;), 
” . V20tJ . (q;d,‘, tq = P A [-RCS, V (kq,Pq) 4 (SN,,q)l - 
OR; := 0, q&‘). 
This refinement does not alter the invariant. That was not unsuspected for 
the new transition vf2 has no effect on the invariant. As suggested above, it 
is more convenient to redefine auxiliary place predicates than to replace them 
by more complicated expressions. The assertions of Ilo are: 
1, : vp c Pp, A (atpos * x, = 0), 
2, : atp06 = -RCS,, 
3 P4 : (atqps A RCS,) + SNp 4 Sn$, 
4 P4 : (Rq + ORB) A (latqp3 E (OR; + Rq)), 
5 P4 : (at4 P6 A at’ q4) 
V (RD; = [atPq4 A RCS, A SNp +SN,]), 
6, : atqh V P, E Pq, 
7 4P 1 (-atq; A P, =p) + 
(kj =SNp A [(atp3AqEXp) V (atp4Aq$Xp)l). 
(27) 
The focal part (the last two lines) expresses the behaviour of the auxiliary, pri- 
vate variables. The global part expresses the behaviour of the shared variables. 
As already mentioned, the global part is syntactically identical to Is, but the 
definition of the auxiliary place predicates has changed. The same holds for the 
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clock invariant; the triples Tdt and the assertions C$’ are respectively obtained 
from Tjq and Cjq by updating CLAN into CL::. Here are the new definitions. 
at4 PO =def tarp6 A 4 E xp) v atP0, 
atqP2 =def atP2 A 4 E pp \ xp, 
atqp3 =def (alp2 A 4 l xp) v (atp3 A 4 E Pp\&) 
V (Tat qh A F, =p), 
at4 P4 =def ((atp3 A 4E&) V (atp4 A 4EPp\&)) 
A (atq~VP,#p), 
atqP5 =def (atp4 A 4 E &I V atP5, 
at4 P6 =def atp6 A qEP,\X,; 
CL;; =def ((atp3 A 4 E xp) v alP4560) 
A l(at q; A 8, =p). 
Comment. The new definitions of the auxiliary predicates reduce to the old ones 
when the formula (Tat qh A 8, = p ) is false. Note that, with any interpretation, 
exactly one of the six auxiliary predicates in the set (af4 pI : i = 0,2,3,4,5,6} 
is true at every time. This is obvious when (Tat qh A P, = p) is false; otherwise, 
this is a consequence of the assertion 7,,. 
5.5. An unsuccessful attempt (bis) 
The new transitions (q; + qh) and (q;pi 1 qhp;I) both contain an assign- 
ment and a rather complicated test. It might be interesting to evaluate the test 
first, and to record the result in a new local boolean variable dq. A new label 
q; is also introduced for each station q, and the two transitions mentioned 
above are replaced by 
~24~: (q;, dq := (RCS, A GN,,q) + (kq>Pq)), q;), 
v34op, : (q;, P, = p A d, + RL$ := 1, q;r), 
v;,$ : (q;p;(, P, = p A -dq - OR; : = 0, q&‘). 
The usual procedure can be used but it is clear that the only natural way to 
adapt the invariant is to add the assertion 
8 4P : (at q; A /i, = p) + dq = (RC’S, A (SN,,q) + (SN,,p)). 
However, this assertion is not respected by transition ,u:~ and the invariant 
cannot be adapted. One can check that the attempted refinement is incorrect 
and leads to deadlock. 
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5.6. Communicating sequential processes 
The implementation of the system as a set of distributed processes is now 
possible. The solution presented here is based on the rendezvous mechanism. 
It is obtained by replacing transitions involving two processes by pairs of 
“pseudo-transitions” involving one process (and containing a communication 
statement). For instance, the transition 
(P34& 4 E PP \ XP - (kqJq,Xp) := (sN,,P,x,u{q))> P341) 
is replaced by the following pseudo-transitions 
(~3, q E Pp \& - REQ;YS?v,,p); & := &u{q>, p3), 
(q& REQq7(kq lq) - skip P’ ) 41) > . 
The symbol REQP (for “request from p to 4”) denotes a one-way channel, 
oriented from station p to station q. The output statement REQ~!(SN,,p) is 
interpreted as “send the couple of values (SN,,p) on the channel REa”. The 
input statement REQp?(kq, !,) is interpreted as “receive a couple of values 
from the channel REQZ and assign these values to the variables kq and eq 
respectively”. Similarly, REG (for “reply from p to 4”) denotes a one-way 
channel, oriented from p to q; this is a synchronization channel, which does 
not carry information. The input and output statements respectively are REG? 
and REF$!, without argument. As recalled in Section 2.2, input and output 
statements are executed simultaneously, in matching pairs; the effect of the 
concurrent execution of C?x and C!e is the distributed assignment x := e. 
5.6.1. An auxiliary version 
The actions of a synchronous system are usual transitions and pseudo- 
transitions executed in matching pairs only. The actions involving station p 
are listed below. 
(PO, -1 rcs, + [ I, PO), 
(PO, rcsp --f (RCS,,SN,) := (l,fJSN, + I), ~21, 
(P2> 4 E pp \ JqJ - (OR;,X,) := (l,~pu{q}), ~2), 
(P2, xp = Pp + xp : = 0, P3), 
(p3, q E Pp \X, - RE@!(SN,,P); Xp := xpU{q), ~3)> 
(p3, Xp = Pp - xp := 0, P4), 
(~4, q E Pp \ X, A ?OR; + Xp := X,‘J{q}, ~4), 
(P4, xp = Pp - xp := 0, Ps), 
(Ps, rcsp -+ 1 I, P5), 
(PS> Trcs, - RCS, := 0, p6), (28) 
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(P6, 4 E pp \xp A RD; - 
REf'$ WD;,X,):= (o,XpU{q)), P6), 
(P6, 4 EPp\Xp A 1RD; - xp := xpu{9}, P6), 
(P6, &I = pp - x, := 0, PO), 
(P& RE@?(k,,&J - skip, P; ), 
(pi, HSN, := max(HSNp,&), pi), 
(p;, RCS, A (S’N,,p) + (k&) - RD$ := 1, Pk), 
(Pi, TRCS, v (kp,Bp) -x (SN,,p) - RE p”pp!, PA), 
(pi, REG? - OR; := 0, p;o. 
The semantics of this system is the same as the semantics of Sio; the 
difference is purely syntactic, and no new proof is needed. The purpose of 
the self-explanatory notation used here is to suggest more explicitly that a 
station can be implemented as a set of three computing agents. These agents 
communicate between them by shared memory; they communicate with other 
stations by synchronous message passing. 
5.62. A last simplification 
It is easy to check that the set of boolean values {OR: : q # p} can be 
implemented as a counter OR,, for all p E PO. As a result, the transitions 
(pl + p2) and (~2 + p3 ) are replaced by 
(~2, OR, := N- 1, ~3), 
where N is the number of stations. Similarly, the transitions (pi + ~4) and 
(p4 + p5) are replaced by 
(~4, OR, = 0 - skip, PS ). 
Lastly, the pseudo-transition (p;l + p;O is replaced by 
(pi, REG? - OR, := OR, - 1, p;o. 
The initial value of OR, is 0. 
5.63. The CSP version 
The translation of the intermediate version into a network of communicating 
sequential processes is now possible. The three processes attached to station p 
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respectively are: 
*[csp + [] 
0 rcsp ---+ (RCSp,SNp) := (l,HsN, + 1); 
ORp:= N-l; 
*U&P0 qcP,\X, - 
RE@WN,,p); X, := xpu{q)l; 
xp:= 8; 
*[ORp > 0 --+ skip]; 
*[rc+ - [II; 
RCS, := 0; 
*[OqEPO 1 4 E pp \X, ARD; - 
REG!; (RD;,X,) := (O,X,U{q}) 
0 q0’,\X,AlRD; - 
X, := XpU{q)l I; 
x, := 81. 
(29) 
*[ REg?(kp,&) + HSN, := max(HSNP,kP); 
[ RCS, A (SN,,p) -x Ck,,&e,, - 
RD$’ := 1 
0 -CS, v (kP,&) + (SN,,P) - 
REpep”!]]. 
(30) 
*[REq? + OR, := OR, - I]. (31) 
Once again, the transformation is purely syntactic, so no new proof is needed. 
Note that assignments, tests and communication statements are assumed to be 
atomic actions. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented and illustrated a systematic method for the development 
of concurrent systems, adapted from the now classical invariant method for 
sequential programs [ lo]. 
It is interesting to relate the language FCS used in this paper to the languages 
actually used in the area of parallel programming methodology. Much work has 
recently been published in this domain. Two important books are Communi- 
cating Sequential Processes, by C.A.R. Hoare, and Parallel Program Design: A 
Foundation, by KM. Chandy and J. Misra. Both books make use of languages 
based on Dijkstra’s Guarded Command language (although the methodologies 
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presented are not necessarily limited to one particular language). Nevertheless, 
the language CSP, used in [ 181, and the language UNITY, used in [6], are 
very different. In particular, CSP is structured in processes, whereas the notion 
of process does not appear in UNITY. In practice, the notion of process is 
central in concurrency: most parallel algorithms are described, formally or not, 
in terms of processes. The critical point is that the semantics of the parallel 
composition of processes is very difficult. As a result, programming in CSP is 
also difficult. The formal semantics of UNITY is by far easier, which leads 
to a simpler methodology. However, a UNITY program is rather far from 
an implementation, and the last step of the design should be made outside 
UNITY. 
The language FCS is inspired from the formalism of transition systems [X3], 
but can also be viewed as a trade-off between CSP and UNITY. In FCS, the 
notion of process exists, which allows to perform the whole design within FCS, 
but the notion of parallel composition of processes does not exist, which avoids 
the introduction of complex formal semantics and proof systems. 
The methodology we propose can be used to map a proved UNITY program 
(translated into a proved FCS program) on a specific architecture. The intro- 
duction of processes and control flow is not incompatible with a clean use of 
the invariant method and of Chandy and Misra’s logic. 
The main example presented in this paper clearly indicates that a formal 
development might be rather long. As already mentioned, educated guesses 
can make the development significantly faster. Our goal is not to discourage 
the use of educated guesses, provided that they are strengthened by formal 
notation and proof. However, our opinion is that most program refinements 
can be performed using formal manipulation alone. 
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